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To Announce
Vocational
LRC Endorses Nunn's Position Cooper
Intentions Monday
Against KEA Sanctions On State On Governor's Race School, Paris,
Go-Ahead
•in.

Vol. LXXXXI No. 140

Civil Suit Filed Against
MO By Wallace Bookstore

Sy DAVID A. LANUE
call for sanctions, made public
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
814 Gets
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — In a letter from the governor to
In action attuned to the current the National Education Associa- has called a press confe
Henry County
Board if
gubernatorial primary, the Leg- tion (NEA) last week.
for Monday to announce
,Education Thursday night
islative Research Commission
The Democratic vote smacked tentions regarding the 1971
A civil suit has been filed in
Speaking of mini-skirts, fellow (LAC), voted to join Republican of party division with House
authorized the architect for the
tucky gubernatorial race.
Calloway Circuit Court by Waisays he wishes his wife would Gov. Louie B. Nunn in blasting' Speaker Julian M. Carroll, of
new
vocation-techincal
schooll
It is expected Cooper
laegs Book Store, Inc. against
wear her's longer . . . about proposed national education Paducah and state Reps. W.
v. Paris to proceed with present'
be a candidate in the
Murray State University officthree years longer.
plans for the school, whicn will
sanctions against Kentucky.
Terry McBrayer, of Greenup, mary to pick a successor t
ials, individually and in their ofhave Lacy E. Downey as adIn a rare bipaztisan action the, and Nobert L. Blume, of Louis- publican Gov. Louie B.
ficial capacities alleging unfair
Never did find out what those LAC voted 5-3 to answer the ville, aligned against Lt. Gov.
The press conference i set ministrator.
competition
The Daily Vacation Bible
green worms on Pine trees Kentucky Education Associa- Wendell H. Ford, an announced for 1 p.m. in Cooper's ofli an
Acting after an executive
Registration for the Red
were, or what to do about them. tion's (KEA) charges contained candidate for governor.
session of more than an hour, the School at the Kirksey Baptist
Capitol Hill.
The suit names Harry M.
Learn-To-Swim Summer
Cross
Church
will
be
held
We used Raid on ours which in a request for the unction.
next
week,
board
State Sens. Tom Garrett, 1)instructed
Nashville arThe 68-year-old veteran
Wed- Sparks, president of Murray
held
on
be
will
Program
June
15-19,
from
did the trick, but of course all
one
p.m.
to
The endorsement of the Re- Paducah, and Joe D. Stacy, D- lator, and co-sponsor of the
chitect John A. Preston to
State University, , Thomas B
nesday, June 17, beginning at
—et our Pines are small.
publican governor, to also con- West Liberty, staunch Ford sup- rent Cooper-Church amen
complete plans for the building, three p.m. each afternoon.
Hogancamp, Vice-President for
office
chapter
the
p.m.
at
Classes
8:30
will
be
held
from
intain a list of all legislation pro- porters, passed on the issue in to limit American involv
expected to cost about $360,060.
Administrative Affairs, Wendell
courthouse.
fart
the
to
in
age
16.
posed for education during the an attempt to stay out of the In Southeast Asia, had
Supt. Kermit Kemp told the
Butler, E. G. Adams, Mrs. Lo"125 persons will be accepted
Mho liewker built himself
last session, passed after state crossfire.
board that stun is included in this
mentioned prominently fo
Everyone is welcome to atchic Hart, Joseph M. Whittle,
basfirst-served
a first-come,
garage.
year's budget for the school.
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
Huddleston had been mention- nomination.
tend and transportation is a- on
Dr. Charles E. Howard, Dr. Wilor
is. Minimum age is 7 years,
D-Elizabethtown, joined for Re- ed as a possible candidate for
Cooper's expected depa
Appointment of Downey, a vailable for persons needing it having finished first grade. liam G. Reed, Glenn Doran,
The Smoke Tree in Dewey Rags- publicans
lieutenant governor on the Ford will leave five persons in
Harry Lee Waterfield, and Max
member of the county school by calling 489-2435.
Adults may also enroll," a
dale's yard in full bloom. The
The Democrats opposed it ticket.
forefront of consideration
Russell, members of the Board
system since 1969, was made by
Cross
Red
spokesman
the
for
monster one on South Sixth al- and two passed saying they
Carroll has announced that he the GOP nomination: Rep.
of Regents.
state Education Commissioner J.
said.
so in full bloom. Day lilies hadn't read Nunn's reply to the will seek the Democratic nomiGene Snyder, R-Ky.; State
Howard Wart and announced by
Classes will be held June 22
blooming.
Wallace's Book Store state in
nation for lieutenant governor, Commissioner James Host;
C. M. Dunn, assistant comthrough July 2 at the university their complaint that it owns,
on the ticket headed by former Highway Commissioner E
missioner
for
vocationalUnderstand that A. B. Crass is
pool in the evenings, and will and operates and their sole
•
Gov. Bert T. Combs, who is ex- Goss, Public Service Co
technical education.
recuperating satisfactorily. He
last one hour, biginning at 6:00. source of income and support is
pected to announce his candi- loner Thomas Emberton
7:00, and 8:00 p.m.
can't run any foot races yet, but
from the retail sale of textThe aPPointmeat is Weenie
dacy for governor Saturday.
former State Parks Corn
All classifications, beginner books, tradebooks, magazines,
appears to be doing OIL
The sign-up for the Hazel LitBlume, a staunch Combs sup- er Robert Gable.
Ward has been received here
tle League for boys in and a- through lifesaving will be offer- school supplies and sundry
of the death of William P. Wade porter, has been mentioned as
Cooper's Senate term ex
expenses will be items with over 90 per cent of
round
Hazel will be held Tues- ed. Fee for
next
prominent
Speaker
Tenn.,
the
of
Gallatin,
the
House.
of
and
he
In
has
1972
annou
Plumbers digging up part of
$1.50 per child for the entir? its trade coming from students,
day,
June
16,
at
4:30
p.m.
McBrayer
and
dealer.
has been mentioned he will not seek re-electio
automobile
at
the floor here at the office and banker
session.
faculty and staff of Murray
the Hazel School.
uncovered a green pop bottle He died at the Park Vire Hos- as a possible attorney general
"A parent or guardian must State University, and also that
a
candidate
Team.,
Nashville,
after
on
the
pital,
Combs'
ticket.
No markings on it, but it has
Boys must be accompanied by register children under 16 and it is well equipped to meet all
Just prior to the vote Ford
boort ettacIL
been around a long time.
a parent and is for ages from sign a permission slip," the of these needs.
He was the son of the lee had joined with McBrayer to deseven to ten years. For further spokesman said. "Each person
The complaint states that the
and Mrs. John Wade and feat a substitute motion proSeen under that floor for well Mr.
information call 492-8132.
will receive a ticket which will book store at Murray State Uniis a cousin of George Overbey, posed by Carroll which would
over thirty years. No labels or
the
class.
reserve his place in
versity is attempting to expand
Sr., of Murray. He was a native have instructed the legislative
anything. We'll just put it with
The Murray Police Dever"Absolutely no one will be ac- its operations and is "acting
if Calloway County and had committee on functions and faour bottle collection and other
meet investigated a two ear
ON DEAN'S LIST
cepted at the pool who has not outside the scope of its purlived in Sumner (ounty, Tenn., cilities to take up two weeks to
memorabilia, known in some
collision Friday at 12:25 p.
pre-registered and no one will poses for which" the university
for 35 years. He was president draft an original LRC rebuttal
on Highway 121 South. No inquarters as junk. If you are gobe registered before June 17." exists.
of Wade Motor Compeny, a (continued on Pau Eight)
James C. Williams, Jr. has
juries were repotted
ing to call it junk, we would
Any Calloway County citizen
Ford dealership for 25
been named to the Dean's List is eligible to enroll.
The complaint further states
Cars involved were a 1961)
much prefer that it be called
years; president of the Sumner
at Murray State University with
Dodge Dart driven by Ricky
jaw, or ye olde junc.
"Persons holding Lifesaving that the book store sells books
Realty Company; vice president
a standing the last semester of Certificates who wish to renew at retail prices as well as many
Paul Noteworthy
221 South
of Citizens Bank of Henderson3.8 out of a possible 4. In the them or work toward Water other items and that the store
Lith Street, Murray, and a 1964
director
ville,
and
in
First
a
valsweee trees in bloom.
five subjects he attempted, he Safety Aide Certification may is open to the general public.
Plymouth Fury driven by Rc
Faders! Savings and Loan Asreceived four A's and one B.
beat Harvey Williams of MurThe suit alleges that t h e
do so by assisting with this
sociation of Geilatiti.
ray Route iiVeo.
program and they must check bookstore does not charge nor
New street lights to go up 3n
Wade, age 56, was a member
Polloe said Williams was back
with the chapter office regard- des it pay the five per cent
Menem Lane in Whitnedl. Also of the GaLlatin First United
NEW CORPORATION
be out of a driveway and told
Lacy E. Dawaey
ing their qualifications," t h e sales tax which is imposed upon Selmeos just oast of Las
Mum&
khan he failed to use the Noeson other retail businesses.
spokesman concluded.
Survivors are hie wile, Yrs.
Harrell.
A new corporation formed in
worthy Car going north on III , June 13
A number of other charges
For further information call
Jean Gregory Wade; a son, John
South
Downev has had 15 years' Murray in recent weeks is Wal- the Red Cross Chapter, 753- are contained in the suit.
Allan Wade, Gallatin; brother
New aerelprnent for the city
Damage to the Noteworthy experience as a teacher, coach lis Drugs, Inc. 412 Main Street. 1421, or Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Wallace's Book Store as the
Cobert Wade of Lubbock, Texparks due in soon. Lions Club as; two sisters,
car was on the right treat and and counselor.
His position The firm was incorporated at Water Safety Chairman.
plaintiff asks relief as follows:
Mrs. N. G. Coy
bought it, $2,000 worth.
4co the Williams ear on the ritt before joining the State Area $150,000 with J. G. Wallis and
of Lexington Ind Mrs. B. W.
-That the defendant be me
School System was counselor at others as incorporators, to do
Springer of Henderson; two
mediately enjoined from corbusiness as a drug store busMs. Doran down at the post- grandchildren. Another sister
(Continued on Page Eight) iness.
structing, expanding or engagTHREE CITED
office was showing us a weed was the lady motel operator
ing in providing expanded facilthat came up on the south aide killed in Carrolton last Winter.
'Three persons i ,-re cited by
ities for its bookstore in the
the Murray Police Department
if the driveway there. It has
Funeral services were held
Student Union Building on the
blooms on it that smell as sweet at the First United Methodist
yesterday and las• night. They
-impus of Murray State Univerwere two for po&sess.on of alas any flower. We could not Church, Gallatin, and bind was
The Locust Grove Church of iity. or elsewhere;
5.1.-s.s drivcohol and one for
identify IL
in the Gallatin Cemetery.
the Nazarene located just north
WILLIAM P. WADE
"That the defendant be pering.
of Kirksey on Highway 299 wil manently enjoined
from engaghold a special celebration on ing in the commercial
trading
Sunday, June 14.
business of bookstore in violaThis will be the occasion of tion of Section 171 of
the CoeThe honor roll for the sixth Boles 2.89, Phyllis Budzko 3.00, the 50th anniversary of t he stitution
of the Commonwealth
grading period at Murray High Kay Buice 2.89, Donna Cole church. All day services will of Kentucky;
School has been released by 3.00, Mary Doran 2.73, Gingy be held at the church and the
"That if defendant is allowed
school authorities. It is as fol- Flora 2.56, Susan Hainsworth public is invited to attend.
lows:
Rev. Robert Robinson is the to continue the operation of a
3.00, Alan Jones 2.60, Ricky
bookstore, it be permanently
Seniors — Judy Adams 2.75, Lowe 2.82, Cathy Mitchell 2.78, minister of the church.
enjoined and restrained from
Richard Blalock 2.75, Linda Trina Nicks 2.89, Sherry Nolin
the practices of unfair comBoyd 2.50, Kathy Crider 2.73, 2.56, Beverly Parker
Charpetition with respect to the sale
Leslie Furgerson 2.50, Phyllis les Parker 2.60, Tonya Reeder
of non-education articles, with
Lindsey 2.50, Conie Lowry 2.5), 2.78, Selwyn Schultz 3.00, LibA replica of Nathan B. Stub ified before a FCC Commissionrespect to the sale to the genMarla Shelton 2.80, Dick West by Sims 2.64, Beth Wilson 3.00,
ions.
blefield's first radio is being er that he personally had heard
Fame was in the grasp of t
eral public, with respect to the
3.00.
2.56.
Wilson
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
Melanie
displayed in the capitol rotunda Mr. Stubblefield demonstrate
collection of the Kentucky sales
Kentucky genius. He went
Juniors — Anne Battle 3.00,
7th Grade — Laurie Beat*,
In Frankfort.
the invention in that early year. on Jan. 10, 1902, printed a full
tax, with respect to prices
GeorgianChristi Cooper 3.00,
Johnny Cannon 2.80, Tom - FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
2.80,
Washington,
Philadelphia,_
The replica was built by stuMr. Stubblefield constructed page article entitled "Kentucky
charged in the purchase and reFurgerson 2.60, Richard Hall Engle 3.00, Elaine Eversmeyer Saying he
wants to elimigge sale of-used books, with respect
dents in the department of elec- his own batteries which he pat- Farmer Invegla .Wireless Tele- New York to demonstrate
2))0, Itinferfiart 3-08, Suzanne 2760, Nancy/Fitch 2.60,'Jean For. any, doubt that he is
a canditronics at Murray's school of ented March 8, 1908 (No. 600,- phone." At- that time, Mr. Stub- invention — the wireless tel
Jones 3.00, Freya Larson 3.00, see 2.80. Wes Furgerson 2.80, date, Lt. Gov. Wendell 11. Ford. to- excluding plaintiff from
applied science.
457). His vibrating telephone blefield could transmit a mile phone. The word "radio" wai Nancy Mathis 2.60, Alan Weacqual campus locations and adJeanette
3.00,
Garrett
Edwin
of Owentboro Friday filed cart:
As early as 1882 Nathan was patented Feb. 21, 1888 (Na. without wires.
not in use at that time •
therly 2.60, Mary Winter 3.00. Gilliam 2.80, Ken Grogan 3.00, didacy papers in the secretary vertising, with respect to withfiltubblefield demonstrated his 378,183).
holding textbook information of
Sophomores — Bill Adams John Harcourt 2.80, Lisa Har- of state's office for the
1971
wireless telephone in private
His wireless telephone was
2.60, Steve Beatty 2.80; Wilford rell 2.60, Jana Jones 2.80, Bar- Democratic gubernatorial nomi- winch it has exclusive know'broadcasts with' a few friends patented May 12, 1908 (No. 887,ledge; and further that it ba
Bickel 3.00, Katie Blalock 2.80, bara Kemper 2.80, Kent Klein ration.
and neighbors in his home and 357) and it was designed for
mindatorily compelled to furDiana Boone 3.00, Luanne 2.67. Tricia Kline 2.80, Debbie
yard in Calloway County just "more particularly comprehendnish timely textbook market inBrown 2.60, Patti Carr 2.60, McMillen 3.00, Van Perry 3.00.
"I am filing today to elimiwest of Murray.
ing means for securing teleMonty Cathey 2.80, Jan Clark Michael Phillips 2.80, Tim Phil- nate any doubt that I am a can- formation without cost to the
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder phonic communication between
plaintiff, and that it be enjoin3.00, Sarah Cooper 3.00, John pot 3.00. Michele Richardson didate," Ford said. Signing his
of Murray State University, test- movicg vehicles and way statEngle 2.80, Leah Fulton 2.80, 3.00, Rebecca Sams 2.60, Doug candidacy papers were his WO- ed from deliberate overbidding
and underselling plaintiff in the
David Keller 2.60, Vicki Lowery Spencer 2.60, Chad Stewart 3.00, ther, Rayburn W. Ford, an
used book market".
2.60, Allen McKeel 2.60, David Tim Wallin 2.60, Sheila Wat- Owensboro insurance agent,.and
Parker 2.60, Paula Parker 3.00, son 2.80, Mark Williams 2.60 outgoing
Democratic
Pap,
The suit asks that the suit be
Lyn Reagan 2.80, Gail Russell
chairman J. R. Miller, also of tried by jury.
3.00, Bruce Scott 2.60, Allen
Owensboro.
Attorney's for Wallace's Book
Spencer 3.00, Loretta Sweers
Store are George Edward OverThe lieutenant governor's bey,
9.00, May Ann Taylor 2.80, BetJr., of Murray, and W.
move appeared aimed at dety Jo Ward 2.80.
Rodes Clay of Lexington, Kent oiled Preas lol•regUlosal
creasing
some
of
the
publicity.
Freshmen — Cathy Christotucky.
former governor and federal
pher 2.80, Mark Compton 3.00,
aria
Judge
cloudy
Bert
T
Partly
Combs,
Kentucky.
of LouisAnne Erwin 2.60, Chuck Bussung 2.60, Paula Lyons 2.60, warm through Sunday with lit- ville, has been receiving the
Bob Pinkston 2.78, Ellen Quer- tle change in temperatures past few days. He is scheduled
termous 2.60, Sue Robards 2.75, widely scattered thundershow- to announce he will oppose
Sarah Sams 2.80, Laura Semann ers today most numerous ex- Ford at a news conference in
treme north and also east por- Louisville today
2.80, Penny Terhune 2.80.
8th Grade — Susan Adams tion diminishing tonight. Chance
Iwo fire alarms were answerOfficially, however, Ford said
2.67. Maggie Battle 3.00, Corby of showers east portion Sunday.
ed by the Murray Fire Depart
he
filed
Friday
because
"it
60s.
1,
the
mainly
in
tonight
Lows
ment on Friday
Highs today and Sunday up- the first opportunity I have had
The first was at nine a.m, to
to get my family and Mrs_ Milper 80s and low 90s.
the apartment house at 1602
ler together. I said I would file
Olive Street owned by Bobby
KENTUCKY LAKE STAGES the first opportunity I had
Grogan and Don Tucker. The
Mrs.
Mary
Galvez,
assistant
Kentucky Lake elevations as
booster was used to extinguish
The annual Vacation Bible measured by Tennessee Valley secretary of state, officiated at the flames on the
fire near the
the
filing.
School will be held at the Lo- Authority at 7 a.m. ,this mornstove. No one was living in the
EARLY RADIO — Kenneth F. Harper, Commissiener
cult Grove Baptist Church start- ing with., predictions to midapartment at the time of the
of Public Information and Jim
ing Monday, June 15, and con- night tonight.
Kineer., recently appointed
VANDALISM
fire.
Director of News and Promotional Services
tinuing through Friday, June
for the K•ntocky
Scott Fitzhugh 358.8, rise 02.
Vandalism was reported to
At 1:15 p.m. the firemen were
Department of Public Information, inspect a replica of Na19.
Eggners Fehry 358 8, rise 02. a screen at the home of Mrs. called to the Murray
than Stubblefield's wireless telephone
Division of
held
from
will
one
be
Classes
The replica k on &sKentucky HW 358.1, rise 0.2. Woodrow Smith, 162.5 College the Tappan Company,
play In the capitol rotunda. Stubblefield,
but the
to four p.m for all children,
a native of Murray
Kentucky
TW
303.4,
fluctuate.
Farm
Road,
according
to
the
fire was out on arrival of .the
This is an actual photo of Nathan B. Stubblefield and
's the inventor of radio.
ages three through 13.
Sunset today .8:06, sunrise report made to the Murray Po- firemen. Two trucks
his wireless telephone taken in the early 1900's.
with thirParents Night will be held on Sunday, 5:36, Uniset Sunday, lice Department at 10 30 a.
(Photo by Karen T,or,
m. teen regular firemen answered
MIMMOROXIMMAIRVAVONIIRCAte**NOANA****••X"- •••A-:-R.:.:40e..:
Sunday, June 21, at 7.15 p.m 8.06, sunrise Monday, 5:36.
4000
:
44+:44444$11.84:4:4:40*ZPM::::;!:::!;7:,:::;:;:::::;:,:•
on Friday.
he call.

Murray

Vacation Bible School
WHI Be At Kirksey

Swimming Lessons
To Start June 22

Hazel little league
Signup Is On Tuesday

William P. Wade Dies
At Nashville Hospital

No Injuries Reported
In Two Car Collision

if

Replica Of Nathan Stubblefield's
first Radio On Display At Capitol

Murray High School Honor
Roll For Period Released

Locust Grove Church
To Hold Special Event

2.22,

Fad Files Candidacy
Papers—In Frankfort

WEATHER REPORT

Two Calls Answered
By Fire Department

Bible School Will Be
Held At Locust Grove

Pt-

4
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By United Press International
Today is Saturday, June 13,
the 164th day of 1970 with 201 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
stars are
morning
The
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
By MRS. W. P. WI
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WTTMER 00., MOB
On this day in history:
,11Is.n Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.; Tune & Late Bldg. New York, N.Y.
In 1877 the Russo-Turkish "And what is so rare as a day in
Bldg., Detroit, Mich
War began.
June? Than if ever, come perfect
*tared Daily at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for
In 1935 Jim Braddock defeated Max Baer to win the When James Russell Lowell
tramunmsion as Second Class Matter
heavyweight boxing championwrote those lines, it must have
SU
'IPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week Esg. per ship of the world.
been Just after a long rainy, cool
Wok In Csaioway and adjoining counties, per year, OM:
In
1944
Germany
began
using
I & a, $14.0u, swiewhere j16.00. Ali service subscriptions U.00
spell and the sun suddenly came
Its "buzz tomb" secret weapon
out with its warmth and beauty.
"The thisAssuadmig (Avis Ames el a Oessiounity is the
on England.
Perhaps we need contrasts to
i
lateartty el be Newspaper"
la 1967 Ohio National Guardshelp us appreciate the better
men were called out to quell a
things of life. All sunshine would
racial uprising in Cincinnati.
soon be as boring as all rain and
SATURDAY — JUNE 13. IWO
--we could never really know
A thought for the day:
happiness, until sorrow comes.
William
Butler Yeats said,
it is a wonderful thing that
"The years like great black So
someone more knowledgeable
oxen tread the world, and God,
and wise sets the pattern for us,
the herdsman, goads them on
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
with the admonition that all
behind."

Ten Years Ago Today
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URRAY, K EN TUCK17

By Central Press
NEW YORK—Even before
they were called by their present name, cigars were highly
popular gifts. In fact, the name
LiANIS
"cigar" itself derives from the
tradition of cigar giftgiving.
When Christopher Columbus
Legal and pretty.
One that I would like to add to brought cigars (or "firebrands,"
yard is a red maole called as he called them) back from
bruM Globosum, of compact the New World, Spanish granwill that has large bright red dees began cultivating tobacco
leaf enthusiastically in their
cigaros: their gardens
rs contrasting beautifully
By custom, a nobleman would
ill light gray branches before show his esteem for a guest by
heaves appear. There is even offering the visitor one of his
sriped maple with lustrous homegrown firebrands, saying
and white striped branches proudly at that moment, -My

.really make a pleasing sight.
other variety turns yellow and
le in the fall. There Is
crlingly no end to the delightful
oodles" when one reads
h horticultural magazines
even the new catalogues.
"things work together for good to
sometimes almost wish they
them who love Him."
dn't send me one is lam like
One of the most important
with a quarter to spend in
tasks for June is cultivation. andy store. I want everything
Some horticulturists says it is
have pictures in my mind of
even more necessary than yard looking just like the ones
watering. Keeping the soil loose
show.
helps it to absorb whatevyr De annuals are blooming now,
remember to keep the
moisture there is and aereates
ms picked as they fade.
around the roots
not only keeps them looking
It is odd how quickly the soil
will pack unless it is regularly
ter, but encourages more
worked up. It is also a help in cans. Many plants will have a
nd blooming season if the old
preventing insect troubles as
are removed.
many pests will bury themselves
Just under the top soil and do not As you thin out the annuals that
coming up thickly, save these
like to be disturbed or brought
and put them in snU
into sunlight.
I don't think I realized there
Later as vacancies may
were so many kinds of Maple
in flower beds, the young
trees until recently when I read 'plants will be a welcome adan article on the many varieties. ton. Someone has called this a
I was familiar with the sugar, %Arden Bank Account" that can
silver and Norway maples, but lie irawn on as needed.
was surprised to find that even
these have several different
types.
The maple is the perfect shade
NEW YORK (UPI)—When
tree, as the roots do not invade lte NBC "Julia" series begins
sewer pipes as do some others.
third season this fall, red
They are hardy, will grow in
illiamson, who was a defenalmost any soil or climate. All of _r00than
e back Leon four National
them are beautiful with atLeague teams, will
tractive foliage, changing with become a regular member of
the seasons.
the cast. He will play Steve
There is a Chinese paperbark Bruce, primary romantic inmaple that is especially lovely as terest of Julia (Diahann
a specimen tree, with the bark '__
CrolB. He played the cheesepeeling back like a birch. There is ,Ter in a one-shot episode telea sugar maple that grows in cast 1pril 21.

cigaro," meaning "It came,from
my own garden." Soon the
meaning of the noun shifted
and firebrands had a new name.
Today, cigars come in more

with his slightly angular face,
wavy gray hair, and fashionable
clothes "Thank goodness men
do have different faces and personalities," Boltinoff said. "We
cartoonists would have a lot
harder time differentiating cowboys from stockbrokers if all
we had were 10-gallon hats
and ticker tapes.
"Let's take a cowboyish, or
outdoorsy, type to start with,"
Boltinoff continued, as he began
to draw Illustration No. 1 accompanying this article. "He's
got a lantern jaw, prominent
cheekbones, and a smile as big
as Yellowstone Park. Wears his
hair on the short side so the
wind won't blow it in his eyes.
He's raw-boned and raring to
conquer every mountain and
trout stream in his path. An
extra - long
panatela
with
straight, strong lines and a
squared-off lighting end would
suit him best."
"Now our outdooraman could
buy all the camping, hunting,
and fishing gear he wants, if
his cousin would just take him
into partnership," said Boltinoff. Illustration No. 2 took
shape on his drawing pad.
"Cousin here has 'made it' in

business and finance. He's still
fairly young but he's managed
his money well. Came out on
top in a couple of big mergers.
He can afford to live the 'Good
Life' and he looks and acts like
It. He's not plump but certainly
not gaunt.
"Full in the face from all
those executive luncheons, I
guess), faultlessly tailored, and
he gets his hair styled at ;10 a
time," Boltinoff continued. "His
whole look and manner demands the king of the cigars:
the double corona. Some people
refer to it as a 'chair rung,'
some call it a 'Churchill.'"
Boltinoff started Illustration
No. 3 with a long, lean jaw and
neck and Bowie-knife sideburns,
and added a swooping guardsman's moustache. "Here's our
young man on the way up," he

Miss Nancy Bazzell has received one of the scholarships annually awarded to FHA members in Kentucky by the state organization. She is a 1960 graduate of Kirksey High School.
Fred Schultz of Murray High School has been named as one
of four instructors for the summer science and mathematics training program at Millvay State College.
Glenn Lovern. Commissioner of Public Safety of Kentucky,
4
will be the speaker at the meeting of the Murray Lions Club on
June 14.
shapes, sizes and styles than
said, "and I mean up! Well
there were noblemen in the
over six feet and everything
'Rev. Paul Lyles was reappointed as superintendent of the
By RICK DU BROW
court of Ferdinand and Isabella.
about him vertical. His flair for
Paris District of the Methodist Church". from the column, "Seen
HOLLYWOCD (UPI) — The
With Father's Day—June 21—
elegance is sky-high too. I'd
and Heard Aroimd Murray".
toughest competition television
just around the corner, this
certainly give this crown prince
networks may face for viewer
great variety is a source of
with the John Carradine face
attention this decade is being
some bewilderment to hundreds
and frame one of the new-exdeveloped right in their awn
of thousands of gift shoppers,
ra-long, extra-slender cigars."
laboratories.
since now as always cigars are
To draw in the kind he meant,
fax()rite tokens of appreciation
The development is the
he used scarcely more than one
for Dad and all he does for the
horizontal pen stroke.
television cassette— film and
LEDGER•TIKES FILE
family.
"Don't forget," said Boltintape cartridges that will be
What kind of cigars will suit
off, working on Illustration No
able to be played at home via
your Dad? To help you answer
4, "that Grandad is a father.
Murray was the only town hit by showers and thunder- units either attached or built in
this question, the Cigar Institoo. He's happy in a well-deto any video set.
tute of America, Inc., asked
storms today as a good part of the nation received some relief
served retirement. On and off
But network programming
Henry Boltinoff, a leading
the whole day through, his offfrom the high temperatures in this manner.
seems certain to be affected.
newspaper and magazine carspring and his offspring's offThe Liberty Bell for the U.S. Treasury Department's Inde- Artists, theatrical works and
toonist for 30 years and an avid
spring come to him for advice
pendence Savings Bond Drive will be on display here next Mon- other special broadcast attraccigar smoker, to illustrate his
or a story or two. That leaves
day.
views on the relationship of
tions that might do better in
him with a lot of brief spells to
The Coram Edwards Company of Madisonville was awarded cassette sales could well be
cigar types to men's facial feahimself, just right for those
tures and personalities.
a contract to resurface the Murray city streets, according to limed away. At least, networks
short, slim straight-sided cigars
Boltinoff lit a medium-length
—.Demi-panatelas.' I guess I'd
Dewey Jones, superintendent of streets, water, and sewerage.
will undoubtedly be forced to
periatela, which "wore well"
call them."
Miss Elizabeth Fay Upchurch who has been residing in Van- compete furiously for them.
delis. UI.. has returned to Murray to spend the summer with her On the other hand, routine
shows like situation comedies,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Upchurch.
Western series and standard
St. Laurent, a suberb of
agencies.
variety outings seem safe for
Montreal, is 250 years old in
"All they need is training
the networks, for surely no
1970. It was first settled by
patience. It's possible for
and
large amount of people would
Jesuit missionaries in 172o5
them to tarn at least $64 a
be willing to pay for them.
and
became
a
city
in
1955.
11
week even at minimum wage.
Most important, though, is columnar style that is very
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)LEDGER•TIMES FILE
fact that live, spot
the
Society's attitude toward the
"This would get them off
short, news
lappenings— in
handicapped is out of date welfare, pay taxes and, best of
an unmatchable
events—
are
says
the director of the all, give them pride of bringDeaths reported are Mrs. F. M. Wilkerson, Mrs. Mary Frannetwork commodity. In this
University of San Francisco' ing home a paycheck."
ces McCuiston. 7'. R. "Tom" Smotherman. and Mrs. Fenna
field, cassettes can't be comperehabilitation workshop adMeador.
titive, and there may be the
ministration program.
Dr. H. M. McElrath is in Havana. Cuba. this week attending happy prospect of more net"Thousands of handicapped
* * *
the International Rotary Convention.
on reality
emphasis
work
persons are eager to work, and
Fred Schultz. Charles Hire. Hal E. Houston. Leslie R. Put- programming.
they are capable of doing a
California has 1,264 miles
nam, and W. B. Davis are new officers of the Murray Lions Club. The two big networks are
creditable job," said Isadore of Pacific coastline.
W. H. Brooks. vocations agricultural teacher at Murray trying to protest themselves
Salk ind.
CC.
Training School, attended the annual state Teachers Conference financially on all flanks as a
"It's shocking that in the
held at Hardinsburg June 4-10. He was chosen as one of four huge cassette market is pre22.5 million
aAracted
Texas
whole country only 60,000 are
teachers from the state to preside in the panel discussions for one dicted for a bit later this
out-of-state visitor! in 1969.
registered
with
rehabilitation
decade. Both CBS and RCA,
program of the conferenceparent firm of NBC, are
2-inches tall, wore an ancient lanning on home cassette
Pajamas stage
pair of Shirley Temple's pajamas achines that will be strictly
a comeback
from "Little Miss Marker" in a for playing back pre-recorded
HOLLYWOOD (CPO — scene for Glen Campbell's new entertainment and information
Midget Billy Curtis, 4-feet movie,"Norwood."
—so that viewers will not, on
their own, be able to record
1205 Chestnut Street
programs off the air.
This would protect network
specials, for instance, from
being taped— a viewer act that,
for your Drug, Prescription
among other things, could cut
and Sundry Needs
down audiences for reruns
(where the financial gravy is
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
made), and also reduce the
appeal of the stars in future
and personal appearances.
- However, other cassette-plan_
'plug B1514,5lich_as
and Philuxh are going to offer
ANGKOR WAT Here is..a view of part of the mint, of Angkor Wat, the Cambodia
units that both record and play
temple complex about 150 isites northwest of Phnom Penh which figures in the war.
Tired of Your Own Cooking?
back.
But the chief advantage of
the film cassettes of CBS and
the laser-using cassettes of
• RCA is that both are virtually
Impossible to duplicate or
pirate, and therefore are of
end Try Our
=
enormous appeal to artists and
educators who want their work
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
to be protected. The videotape
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
used by other manufacturers is
(Call For Reservations)
Private Dining Room
easily duplicated.
7 Days a Week
p.m.
to
10
6
a.m.
Television, like the limes,
progresses at a geometric pace.
— J. C. GALLIMORE —
What would you have thought a
decade ago if someone told you
...••••M•1•11,
that you would soon be seeing
"The Bridge on the River
DO-)000.7)000040L;uuelc)
Kwai" in your living room'?
,..30 0
-

Television
In Review

20 Years Ago Today

30YearsAgoThisWeek

Wanted: jobs
for handicapped

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Nothing
makes a marriage
like a few
inatrimonial-bonds.

--741AZEL CAFE

00000100er it
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rti,THI: ATM
1.0therm merger
---

NEW YORK (UPI) — Jan.

While everyone else is giving the newlyweds
-coffee pots you be the one to give them a
Irma start Give them U. S. Savings
Rondo. It's a gift that keeps on giving.

stock in America
Take Swings
Bonds & Freedom Sham
Buy US.

1971, has been set as the
date for merger of the 20,500member Synod of Evangelical
Lutheran Churches with the
2.9 million-member Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod.
Under a merger agreement,
the Synod will become a district in the larger church body.
After seven years, it will be
dissolved and its pastors and
congregations will be assigned
to Lutheran Church-Missouri
•* *

The Andes Mountains form
the greSer Ilan of Argentina's
e,tr ni border.
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By JACK WOLISTO
NEW
YORK (I
father and son sailing
the serene waters of
Jersey lake on a recent
met sudden tragedy wl
aluminum mast of the
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up current
34,500-volt high tensi
crossing the small b
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shock and drowned,
father was burned seven
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the high-voltage current
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contact taking place.
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For World Soccer Cup

Boating
By JACK WOLISTON
NEW
YORK
(UPI)- A
father and son sailing through
the serene waters of a New
Jersey lake on a recent Sunday
met sudden tragedy when the
aluminum mast of their boat
picked up
current from a
34,500-volt high tension line
crossing the small body of
water.
The 14-year-old boy was
knocked off the boat by the
shock and drowned.
The
father was burned severely but
recovered. Police Said either
the mast touched the line or
the high-voltage current leaped
from the line without actual
contact taking place.
The boy was among the first
of an estimated 1,300 pleasure
boaters whei will die in water
accidents in the United States
this year. The father had the
dubious distinction of making
the list of more than 1,000
who will be injured.
This accident might be
termed bizarre, unusual, unpreventable-but most fatalities
resulting from boating mishaps
are not.
For example, a good many
of the 1,350 persons who died
on the water in 1969 met
death because of a lack of
common sense-failure to observe the most basic boating
rules and regulations.
Those most often violated
probably include overloading
and resulting capsizing; failure
to have life saving equipment
and failure to use it even when
it is aboard; overpowering of
boats; failure to take precautions against fire when refueling; failure to heed weather
warnings; lack of knowledge of
the waters in which boats are
operated.
To the credit of pleasure
boating, the federal and state
governments and public and
private groups are carrying out
intensive educational programs
to prevent such careless
incidents.
The big problem, it seems,
is to get boatmen to take a
few hours a week to attend
these educational
programs,
most of which are offered free
of charge.
In announcing that fatalities
from boas*/ mishaps in 1969
reached 1,350, an increase of
six-tenths of one per cent over
the previous year and the highest since 1965 when the fatality figure was 1,360, Coast
Guard Commandant Adm. Wil.
lard J. Smith had this to say:
"Tragically, a great many
'of those who died had life
saving devices available but
failed to use them.
"It has taken tremendous
efforts by all concerned to
keep the number of accidents
relatively steady in the face of
a rapid increase in the number
of boats.
"We must constantly seek.
number
ways to reduce the
and
severity
of
boating
mishaps."
In considerinf last year
increase in fatality figures', it
ihould be noted that there
were nearly 800,000 more
numbered boats plying U.S.
waterways in 1969 than in
1968-4,864,074 compared
with 4,067,731.
It should also be noted that
boating injuries in 1969 were
1,004 compared with 1,284
year and the low,
the Er
:
g vious
re
four years. Also,
eat figure
boating accidents reported to
the Coast GuareFin 1969 were
5,239 compared to 5,427 in
1968.
from
And property dam
boating accidents
from 36.63 million in 19t,
to $6.37 million last year.
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FROM THE DITTY BAG
-A new small craft chart
covering the Gulf coast area
between West Bay and Santa
Rosa Sound on the Florida west
coast has been issued by the
Coast and Geodetic Survey of
the U.S. Commerce Department.
This leaves only two areas of the
2.460-mile Intracoastal
Waterway along the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts not covered by
nautical charts especially
designed for recreational
boaters. One section is between
Barataria, La., and Galveston,
Tex., and the other is from
Aransas- Bay, Tex., to
Brownsville, Tex. The two areas
are presently covered by the
larger conventional charts.
-A tally of display boats at
the recent National Boat Show
in New York showed a
continued gain in the use of
fiberglass reinforced plastics for
hull construction. Of the 571
craft displayed, 80.5 per eent
were of fiberglass construction, a
gain of 4 per cent over the 76.5
per cent displayed in 1969.
Wood construction dropped
from 4.6 per cent in 1969 to 3
per cent this year, while
aluminum hulls showed a gain
from 7.7 to 8 per cent.
-The Pennsylvania Fish
Commission has a --`piogram to
provide public entry points at
approximately 10-mile intervals
along the state's major rivers and
streams. Each access area
contains a parking lot, boat
launching ramp and, depending
on location, a boat mooring area
and comfort stations.
-A mysterious static in
automobile radios can
sometimes be traced to static
electricity in a boat trailer's
wheels and axles, in cases where
these parts are separated from
the trailer frame by rubber
spring bushings. An intermittent
popping can be heard and static
builds up and discharges. To
solve the problem, ground the
axle to the frame with a short,
flexible wire.
-Recently unveilea at a New
York sport show was a new unit
designed for use both as a

Dave Boswell No Different From
Any Pitcher, He Wants To Pitch
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)-Dave Boswell is like every pitcher you
ever heard of. He wants to pitch.
Boswell was a 20-game winner for the Minnesota Twins last
year. This year he's 2-5 with them and holding.
His arm,the right one,the one he pitches with, has never been
better. His back is a different matter. It's killing him, and has
been for some time.
Boswell doesn't like to alibi so he kept his back condition quiet.
Maybe too quiet. He woke up here Tuesday and decided he
should finally do something about it. So he talked to Calvin
Griffith, the Twins' owner who is also here, and told him about
it.
"That's the first I ever knew Boswell's back was even
bothering him," Calvin Griffith says.
By May 10th Boswell's record was 0-5. He won his next two
starts although hefailed to finish either and shortly after he was
kayoed in less than two innings by the Angels, Bill Rigney, the
Twins' manager, had a little talk with him.
"We're gonna try Bill Zepp a couple times," Rigney told
Boswell."Meanwhile you can get some work in the bullpen."
So Boswell went to the bullpen. He sal and sat and sat and then
sat some more.He never even got so much as a call to warm up.
The one thing you have to say about Dave Boswell is that he
knows how to get somebody's attention.
So when Manager Bill Rigney called a meeting in Boston
before a ball game with the Red Sox last week, all the Minnesota
players attended with one exception. Dave Boswell. The rest of
the Twins were inside the clubhouse. Boswell sat in the dugout
all by himself.
When the meeting was over, Rigney called Boswell into his
office.
"Mutt do you think you're doing?" he said.
"You're mad," Boswell replied. "Good! I'm mad, too. I'm
mad because I'm not pitching."
That's when the two got to know each other much better.
Boswell made his first start in two weeks last Sunday against
Washington. He gave up three runs in 41-3 innings but was
encouraged because his arm felt fine, he was getting on top of
the ball again and his left shoulder was pointing at the hitters the
same way It was last year when he won 20. The Twins won the
game, 10-9, in 11 innings and after everybody had trooped into
the clubhouse Bill Rigney told Dave Boswell "welcome to the
dub."

Seal's Sale
Sidetracked
By Owners

the of five in Group I. The group
MEXICO CITY (UPI)-It's tions and square up for
where the winner stays at the Aztec
Sunday
quarter-finals
World
the
in
on
now
win from
home. It's
Cup soccer championships, or loser takes the plane
Stadium.
.1
from now on.
New York Signs
pack for home. It's that simple. sudden death
Mexico made it into
Mexico, Russia, Italy, Uru- The survivors rested up quarter-finals with a dlsputeq
Six Free Agents
guay, Brazil, England, West Friday in readiness for the 15th minute penalty shot b
and Peru survived quarters, although some teams fullback Gustavo Pena for a 1
Picked in Draft Germany
the group round-robin qualifical will have to travel to new triumph over Belgium.
England and Italy took the
NEW YORK (UPI)-The New
Playing sites.
York Meta announced Thursday Brewers Trade
Thequarter-final pairings for other quarter-final places at
signing of six additional players
Sunday are Mexico or Russia stake, although neither die.- -selected during last week's free Problem Player
against Uruguay at Mexico played championship form. s,tUe
Alan Clarke rapped in a 41111110M
agent baseball draft.
Mexico or Russia against
City,
To Oakland A's Italy at
Toluca, Brazil against minute penalty, also a
Signed were catcher Tom
CLEVELAND (UPI) - The
Hallums, Greenville, S.C.;
at Guadalajara and West shot, for England's 1-0 triumpirOakland Athletics Thursday Peru
catcher Peter Schmidt, SarasoGermany against England at over Czechoslovakia, while Itatraded veteran outfielder Tit*
ly was held to a scoreless tie by
ta, Fla.; outfielder Bruce
Leon.
Francona
and
pitcher
Al
Boisclair, Danielson, Conn.; Downing
The International Football the amateur Israeli outfit.
to the Milwaukee
Federation (FIFA) must decide In another match, of no
right-handed pitcher Richard Brewers
for outfielder Steve
whether Mexico or Russia interest as both teams were out
Williams, Carolina, R.I.; and Hovley.
Infielders Terry Deremer, Ftidgtravels to Toluca. ,The teams of quarter-finals contention,
Hovley, 25, became a baseball
finished even at five points Bulgaria and Morocco played a
‘eley, Va., and Ken Wamble, rarity when he
flatly refused to
each and with a goal difference 1-1 tie at Leon.
South Houston, Tex.
pay a fine.
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-Johnson Motors has Oakland Seals have gone to :
announced production of a new bankruptcy court to delay at
"SST" propeller which is coated least temporarily the purchase
with Teflon, tin ,material that at the debt-ridden hockey club **,-6(;-*:::V.::•!!t•
.14
eliminated a lot d pot-scrubbing by sports maverick Charles 0. . ....s,;:‘ •.".1'
for housewives. Johnson Finley.
• r
:
;*•.::::-.....,.
!...,
technicians say the new prop
US. District Court Judge
1.':. •;"
offers high -horsepower Gerald S. Levin blocked the .1,• •••":,‘.
` 1.
outboarders increased purchase Thursday by accept- ?-.1,:if•_,.*•:44;.
':*7:ir.'..1 ;;•,*.
performance and economy, ing a petition which gives the '
'.. :e.e.•!;:): a
more durability and lighter current owners more time to •,).,
..
weight.
pay off nearly $4 million In .
debts.
*.-"ii...*
-The long-awaited
Finley could find a clear road
4.
announcement of conversion once again, however, if Bank- .;•!...1
I •.:*"
!•:.:sk
dates from conventional AM ruptcy Referee Sheridan Dow- :t'
.t•
marine radiotelephones to the ney Jr., dismissed the petition 14,•.• •.fr{..'.4
et•\
•
newer VHF/FM and single In a bearing set for Monday in
% tn:A:VeaN**
sideband models is now Oakland.
Not a special purchase, not a closeout sale, but clearing our entire stock of finest quality Spring and Summer
4.
.4'
scheduled to be made about July Levin's decision came all
1, according to an FCC hour before San Francisco .•...,4,.)
),...li ';
Cottons and Cotton Blends. Every yard In our stock now priced for quick clearance! Thousands of yards, just
spokesman. Waiter E. Weaver, an Superior Court Judge Robert
FCC maritime specialist, told a Schnacke was to sign the club
when you want it for Spring and Summer!
recent New York meeting of over to Finley. Schnacke bowed
electronics engineers: "The final to Levin's order and said he
decision (on conversion dates) would hold off signing owner'naturally rests with, the FCC ahrp transfer papers at least
commissioners, but as far as the until Monday.
ts
staff is concerned, Jan. 1, 1972, Finley has been in Montreal
now looks like a reasonable date most of this week to try and
to discontinue licensing new AM get his $3.4 million offer for the
radiotelephonee while allowing Seals approved by the National
an amortization period through Hockey
board
of
League
Jan. 1. 1977, during which they governors.
alitiMe-WbUuseil before- But William Wirtz,
may ce
-Wesident
conversion to VHF becomes of the Chccago Black Hawks
mandatory."
and chairman of the 14-man
$1M PERMA-PRESSED DACRON a COTTON
league governing board, said
PRINTS AND SOLIDS
Finley's offer probably will be
considered at a later date in
$1.49 PERNA PRESSED DACRON a COTTON
New York.
VOILLE PRINTS
4.0, $1.79 PERNA-PR gssED DACRON 8, COTTON
POPLINS
so $1.29 PERNA-PRESSED AVRIL AND COTTON
PRINTS AND SOLIDS
TALLADEGA, Ala. (UPI) QUIdifittiltiOn runs begin at the
$1.49 DRIP-DRY COTTON CANVAS PRINTS
Alabama International Speedmo WOO DRIP-DRY COTTON PRINTS & BROADway t- riday for Sunday's second
CLOTHS
annual 00,750 Vulcan 500 stock
1.0 AND MANY, MANY OTHER FAMOUS NAME
car race.
FABRICS
The top two positions in the
Automobile Racing Club of America (ARCA) sponsored event
will be held by Ramo Stott of
Keokuk, Iowa, in a Plymouth
Roadrunner and Bobby Watson
Every bolt, every yard, First Quiaity. 45" wide and
of Prestonburg, Ku., in a Dodge
from our regular stock. DON'T MNS THIS SENSACharger on the basis of their
TIONAL SUMMER FABRIC SALE, HURRY. FOR
nerformance in an April rice.
BEST SELECTION!
The remainder of the 40-car
fieki will be decided in qualifying sessions today,
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OUR ENTIRE STOCK! REGULAR $1.00 TO $1.99 YD.!

SPRING & SUMMER

COTTONS
ALL AT ONE LOW,CLEARANCE PRICE!!

Talledega Pole
Goes To Stott

The 500 - mile race, which begins at 1 p.m. Sunday, Is the
longest on the ARCA circuit,
and will draw such drivers as
Red Farmer of Hueytown, Andy
Hampton of Louisville, Ky., and
Jack Shanklin of Indianapolis.

TALE OF A TIGER
Taltiss._
FT1 11, be a mess for Detroit Tigers pitching ace
Denny McLain, what with
debts and his outside interest,. und reports of being
mixed up in hookmAing.
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'Miss Earleene Warford, Bride-elect, Is
Honored At Bridal Events By Friends

&

TIMES

—

NI
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Arra Dunn Circle
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Olga Freeman

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Miss Earleene Warford, bride- Dell Warford, sister of the
elect, has been honored by sev- bride-elect, was a guest.
eral social events during recent
Mrs. Ray Brownfield and Mrs. The Aria Dunn Circle of the
days.
Rudolph Howard entertained Hazel United Methodist Church
Mrs. Bernice Wisehart and with a luncheon in the home
of met at the bane of Mrs. Olga
Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer began the Mrs. Howard. Twelve
guests re- Freeman on Tuesday, June 9,
round of pre-nuptial parties gistered on the antique marbleat seven-thirty o'clock in the
with a lovely tea in the home top
chest by a Silver bow! of evening.
of Mrs. Tesseneer which was
pink and old fashion roses and
Mrs. Lois Smotherman, chairreported earlier in the Ledger Purple larkspur.
man, opened the meeting with
and Times.
The hostess presented a pink prayer. Mrs. Olga Freeman WU
The Y.WA.'s of First Baptist daisy corsage to the honoree In charge of the program on
Church honored Miss Warford who was attired in a pink knit the subject, "Indians". Mrs.
with a White Bible Service and fashioned with a long scarf and John
McCullough led the devotMiss Claudia Welch, bride'
a household shower on May 19 white daisies, and to her mother ion.
at the Youth Center of the In aqua, and her grandmother
elect of Larry Carson, was honLetters from Indians were
church. A bouquet of red roses Mrs. Ben Hundley, in a coral read by Mrs. D.
ored with a miscellaneous showBy Abigail Van Buren
N. White, Mrs.
and white carnations was the orange knit.
er held on Thursday evening
Claude Anderson, Mrs. Koska
of
center of the ceremony as the
June 11, at the lovely house
DEAR ABBY: My sister has two children, a boy nine and
The lovely table was over- Jones, Mrs. Claude White, and
Y.W.A. members used the bouMrs. Freed Cotham, Story
a girl 12. The girl likes to dress her little brother up to look
laid with an imported cut-work Mrs. Russ Taylor.
quet to exemplify Christian
Avenue.
Films showing Indian shops
like a girl. She puts make-up on his face, and puts curlers
linen cloth centered with the
growth, sincerity, and purity.
Hostesses for the bridal ocbride's chosen flowers, daisy, ar- In Santa Fe were shown.
and ribbons in his hair. Then she gives him girl's clothes and
Mrs.
Cotham,
President Gayle Rogers presentwere
Has.
casion
ranged in a silver bowl. Each
During the social hour, delicheels to wear. He makes a very pretty-looking girl, but what
Milton
Mrs.
ed Earleene with a white Bible
and
Don Robinson,
cover was marked with place ious refreshments were served
worries me is the way he enjoys it. In fact he begs his sister
wedding.
To
to be used in her
Jones.
cards decorated with a tiny pur- by the hostess.
to dress him up and call him "Susie."
close the program, Miss Judy
chose to wear
honoree
The
was
course
main
The
flower.
ple
I have hinted to my sister to discourage this kind of play,
Adams sang, "0 Perfect Love." centered around ham a n d
for the occasion an orchid orbut she sees no harm in it, and is relieved that sister and
Punch and cake were served cheese luncheon casserole. The
gandy dress with white accessbrother play so "nicely" together. Am I wrong to be
as the group enjoyed fellowship dessert was angel's delight topories. Mrs. Claude Welch, mowith the bride-elect and groom
ther of the honoree, wore an
concerned? My sister is divorced, so there is no father
ped with fresh strawberries. The
to-be.
off white knit dress with pink
CONCERNED
influence in the home.
only out-of-town guest was Mrs.
accessories. Both were present.
Following refreshment time. Ben Hunclley, maternal grandDEAR
CONCERNED:
You
conid
be
"concerned"
with_
ed hostesses' gift corsages of
Earleene opened the wedding mother of the bride-elect.
'Miss Catherine E. Berry, Au"Mother
and
that
en'MILL
yew
slater
•
oak
emotions.
sessentQM
and
presents, useful household itsnail
the
chose
hostesses
The
bridnelect at Michvironment plays an important role in gender identification
Miss Welch opened her many
ems to be used in their new bowl from the honoree's pottery nun 23nd
compliIngrains
was
lovely gifts.
In other words, boys will be boys—unless they'd rather be
home. Among the guests were as a party gift to Miss Warford. as/ A.
mented with a linen bridal
Refreshments of punch:Cookgirls, and hers is off to a girlish start.
Rev, and Mrs. Earl Warford, Dr.
Mrs. Ragon McDaniel and Mrs. shower, at the Paducah Woies, mints, and nuts were servand Mrs. H. C. Chiles, and Dan- S. L. Horn were gracious hoson Thursday, June
Club
men's
Per my promise of last Sunday, my TEN COMMANDwith
overlaid
ed from the table
ny Ray Woods. Other family tesses at a tea shower for the
4 from seven to eine thirty
MENTS FOR WIVES:
a white linen cloth and centered
friends also attended. Y.W.A.'s bride-elect in the home of Mrs.
o'clock in the evening.
with a large crystal bowl filled
1. Defile not thy body neither with excessive foods,
taking part 'lithe ceremony were Horn. Miss Irene Futrell attendlionesses for the gracious
with magnolias. Mrs. Robinson
tobacco nor alcohol, that thy days may be long in the house
Misses Celia Simmons, Gayle ed the register at a table drapevent were Mrs. Hovrard Turnpresided at the punch bowl.
Rogers, Nancy Mathis, Gail Ly- ed with an imported ecru cloth
which thy husband provideth for thee.
er and her mother Mrs. Thomas
Those attending were Mrs.
ons, Rita Harris, Judy Adams, of tied lace over yellow. Guests Brumlow, both of Paducah
2. Pill thy husband before thy mother, thy father, thy
James C. Williams, Mrs. QuinCindy Wagar, Brenda Richard- were greeted by Mrs. Horn. In
daughter and thy son, for he is thy lifelong companion.
For the occasion Miss Berry
William
E.
Mrs.
ton Gibson,
son, and Jayne Scott. The group the receiving line were the chose to wear a light yolk,"
3. Thou shalt not nag.
Moffett, Mrs. john L Williams,
is led by Mrs. John Belt.
bride-elect wearing a white pi- summer crepe with the bong
9. Permit no one to tell thee that thou art having a hard
Mrs. Norman Klapp, the honoThe spacious, be,autifulls de- que dress chosen from her trou- sleeves and the neckline edged
time of it; neither thy mother, thy sister nor thy neighbor,
ree, her mother, and the hoscorated home of Mrs. Bethel sseau and a white orchid cor- Ms bowled white lace threaded
for the Judge will not hold her guiltless who letteth another
attend
but
to
Unable
tesses.
hosRichardson was the gathering sage, presented her by the
with yellow velvet rthbost, ecdisparage her husband.
sending gifts were Mn. Charles
Miss Judy
Watson
place for several school friends tesses; Mrs. Earl Warford, mo- cented with a coringe of white
5. Thou shalt not withhold affection from my husband for
M. Baker and Mrs. Otis Hatcher.
as Miss Brenda Richardson, her ther of the bride-elect, in a teal miniature carnations. Mrs. Joevery man loveth to be loved.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby G. W
n of Murray Route One anmother, Mrs. Bethel Richardson, blue linen; and Miss Mary Dell seph Berry the honoree's moflounce the engagement and a proaching marriage of their
6. Forget not the virtue of cleanliness and modest attire.
Miss Irene Futrell, and her mo- Warford, sister of the bride- ther, wore a brown linen dress
daughter, Judy Ann, to Donald
Overbey,
son
of
Mr.
and
nk
7. Forgive with grace, for who among us does not need
dress.
white
enFutrell.
navy
and
Plomer
elect,
in
a
a
beige
ther, Mrs.
that was accented with
Mrs. Frank Albert Overbey of orray Route Two.
forgiveness? .
tertained with a personal show- Rose bud corsages made from linen 'boulder line. Mrs. InMiss Watson will be a senior at Calloway County High
8. Remember that the frank approval of thy husband is
er. The hostess pinned a corsage the garden of Mrs. McDaniel grains, mother of the future
School this fall.
worth more to thee than the admiring glances of a hundred
of red sweetheart roses on the were presented the mother and groom was attired in a red-white
Mr. Overbey is a 1970 graduate of the Murray University
and blue, bonded crepe.
strangers.
white dress of the honoree. sister.
Refreshments were served Schooland is now engaged in farming.
9. Keep thy home in good order, for out of it cometh the lt,J
Mrs. McDaniel invited t e
Guests registered in the en.
Plans for the marriage of
wedding
will
be
The
solemnised on Saturday, August I, at
trance hall on a table decorated guests to the dining room where from a large table, overlaid with
joys of thy old age.
Sheri& Jane Overcast,
Miss
•
three o'clock in the afternoon at the Spring Creek Baptist
with a bud vase of pink rose cake and orange sherbert punch a white lace table cloth and a
daughter of Mrs. Virginia Over10. Honor the Lord thy God all the days at thy life, and
were served from a beautiful bouquet of miniature carnations Church. The reception will follow the wedding.
buds.
cast of Buchanan, Tenn., to John
thy children will rise up and call thee blessed.
wedding
and
relatives
the
All
friends
are
attend
invited
to
imported
Punch
was
an
centerpiece.
was
with
the
was
table overlaid
The large coffee table
Erwin Underwood, son of Mrs.
reception.
DEAR ABBY: Tell "LITTLE ME" not to bother with an
ladened with gifts which were linen cut-work cloth. Over the served from a sterling silver and the
Eupal Underwood and the late
rosebuds
punch bowl, with cake frosted
opened after guests enjoyed centerpiece of yellow
umbrella or a golf club to keep her brother-in-law in line. All
Brooks Underwood of Hazel,
she needs is a nice long HAT PIN! And keep it in plain view.
conversation, particularly about hung a wedding bell of white in yellow roses. Mints and nuts
have been announced by the
graduation. Picture taking was lace over yellow satin from were served from starling silA man is more afraid of a hat pin than a club.
bride-elect
another highlight of the occas- which yellow ribbon streamers ver compotes.
L M. H. [ATHENS, GA.I
The ceremony will be solemThe many lovely gifts were
ended in a bow with white love
ion.
nized
at
the
Mason's
Chapel
Untable
similar
played
on
a
white
cake
Mrs. Futrell served
birds on each table corner. ApCONFIDENTIAL TO F. F. IN PASADENA: Mao "little
ited Methodist Church of Hazel
By Barletta Weather
with green flowers from the tea pointments were silver 'Ina cry- with a white lace table cloth
fortunes the great faith t° on
Extension Agent—
things" add sp. Did you know that the total shoplifted in the
County
Saturday,
June
20,
at
six
/Arse
a
centerpiece
ems
the
and
table overlaid with a white lin- stal. Mrs. Plomer Futrell and
which we were born, and a new o clock
Horne Economics
U. S. A. in ONE DAY "adds up" to more than the total
in the evening. Rev.
guest register
shine in the face of
en cloth. The appointments wete Mrs. James Smothers served at bride doll. The
Citizenship month for glory shall
is
June
James Baker will officiate at
Berbera
Ann
robbed out of our BANKS in ONE YEAR?
Miss
by
kept
was
crystal and silver. The center- the table.
people."
our
the Homemakers in the eight
we the ceremony.
The gift table covered with a hignania, sister of the future
14, is the birthday
piece was a bowi ot magnolia
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
counties of the Purchase Area. June
Stars
the
Flag
Our
A program of nuptial music
blooms, the first to be cut from lace cloth over yellow was lad- groom.
of
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal,
Did you know that we as a cbserve
Approximately
30
guests
were
and
in
Misses
useful
date
with
many
that
tree.
ened
on
will be presented by Mrs. J. W.
the Richardson's
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
nation observe the 14th of June and Stripes,
Continental Con- Jones of Murray, pianist, and
Richardson and Futrell served beautiful gifts. Mrs. Horn and it attendence.
the birthday of the United trrz, when the
as
envelope.
resolved: "That the flag Mrs. Frank Coles of Haul, volime sberbrt punch. Miss Mary Mrs. McDaniel presented the
States Flag. The Homemaken gress
honoree with a portable mixer
States
United
calist.
thirteen
the
of
who
everyone
are asking that
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet,
as a party gift.
in a
has a flag to fly it on this date. be thirteen stars, white
Miss Overcast will be attend"How to Write Letters for All Occasions," send $I to
The spacious living room of
the 14th of June, 1777, when blue field, representing a new ed by her sister, Miss Vert&
On
Dr. C. C. Lowery was the scene
Abby. Box 69700, Los Angeles. Cal. 90069.
Continental Congress resolved co nste11ation."
"Jean Overcast of Buchanan,
of a Coke party given by two
thirteen
the
of
flag
the
"That
Tenn., as her maid of honor.
Mrs. Dale Adams was honorgracious hostesses, Misses PhyThe followers of Mohambe thirteen'
States
United
Tre bridesmaid will be Miss
'is Lindsey and Conic Lowery. ed with a surprise store showmed founded the religion in
white;
and
red
Membership drop
alternate
stripes,
Sharon
Lee
Underwood,
sister
Tuesday,
June
9,
at
er
held
on
1 he hostesses pinned a red carthe 7th century.
stars,
of the.room-elect.
Miss &KM Walks, bridealect nation corsage on the honoree. eaventhirty o'clock in the ev- that the Union be thirteen
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
repre* * *
of Robert Crouch, was honored The centerpiece was a wicker ening at the home of Mrs. Leta white in a blue field,
Pvt.
H. Chrisman at Lutheran Church in America,
senting a new constellation"
with a bridal party held in the basket of white daisy mums and Trees
The planet Mars is at times
Saturday, Juno 1$
Fort Ctmpbefl will serve is largest of North America's LuThe addition of two stars and
home of Mrs. A. C. Sanders, red carnations centered with a
The hostesses for the special
Glen Sims will be honored at best
an for Mr. Underwood. theran denominations, had second only to Venus in brightCentetbury Estates, on Satur- red rooster. Sixteen guests en- occasion were Mrs. Tress, Mrs two stripes come with the ad- a potluck dinner by all interestTimothy Scruggs will be the 3,259,558 members at the be- ness.
day sitemoon, June 8. Mrs. Jack joyed Cokes along with appeti- Robert Hill, and Miss Leah mission of Vermont, March 4, ed persons at the Carmen Livegroomsman.
Rehna Owens and ginning of 1970, a decrease
1,
June
Kentucky,
and
for
1791,
Bane served as anodes
zers and finger sandwiches. The HUL
stock pavillion at 7:30 p.m.
Johnny
Fitts
of Hazel will be of 21,212 from the Aar _be-Fearing
Union.
The Latin American game
the
into
the ocossion
The guests were greeted at 1792,
•••
hostesses presented the bridefore, reports Dr. George F. called bola() is similar to bingo.
the ushers.
too many stripes would
that
The guests were greeted by
the
door
by
Miss
Hill
and
the
Teen Town at the First Unitelect a cup and saucer of her
Harkins, secretary of the
Mrs. Bekee in the toyer of the
door prize was won by Mrs. spoil the true design of the
Immediately following the church.
selected pottery and a chopping
ed Methodist Church will not
flag, Congress passed a law as
home end invited to sign the
Kenneth
Lamb.
ceremony a reception will be.
board made by Miss Lindsey
be open this week.
It is the second time since
JUST OFF THE CHART!
register. They were then preThe gift table overlaid with April 4, 1818, returning the flag
• ••
held in the social hall of the
June eleventh Earleene and
the LCA was formed in 1962
45 RPMs
sented to the honoree said her
a lace cloth was decorated with to its original design of the
450 aa.
church by the bride-elect's siswill
be
held
at
wash
car
mother were included as
A
her
by the merger of four Lutheran
a cradle with a baby doll.
mother, Mrs. Lennon Wallis.
thirteen stripes and provided
Save Mee on LPs & Tepee
ters.
Gulf
from
seven
a.m.
Clifford's
a patio breakhonored
guests
in
bodies‘that the membership
Mims Will chose to wear
Refreshments of punch, cake, for a new star to be added to
All friends and relatives of
at
seven p.m., sponsored by the
lovely home of Mrs. nuts, said
total had-deelined:-Pee4 inenrfor the occasion a pink linen fast in the
mints were served the blue field as additional to
the
bridal
couple
are
invited
to
LRAM'S MUSIC 111V
Ambassadors of First Ashouse was deSturm.
The
Christ
Paul
bership
Union.
oL.,
3
9R0
.k
-*at:the table overlaid with a states came Into the
, frock with a lone bodice of the
spring flowsembly of God for -Mirth camp. attend both the wedding and reached in 1967.
en cloth and centered with
same color. Her acoessories corated with yellow
General Washington is said
•••
the reception.
points. Breakfast an arrangements of baby flowvantage
ers
at
were eke in pink. She was preto have described the U.S. flag's
a ers.
14
from
Sunday,
June
buffet
style
served
was
sented a cornea of white daissymbolism as: "We take the
gloxinia
Members and families of the
Those present were Mrs. Adby the hostages. Mrs. Wal- table centered with
heaven, the red from
hos- ams and her mother, Mrs. Sue stars from
the
County Shrine
breakfast
After
daisies.
lis was attired in an aqua doecountry, separating Murray-Calloway
mother
our
honoree Bolen, Mrs. Noel Buchanen, Mn.
Club will have its monthly felshowing
bie knit dress with scarf trim tess presented each
thus
stripes,
white
it by
and was peeeented with • cor- with an antique reproduction Gene Diamont, Mrs. Marks that we have separated from lowship breakfast at the Honday Inn at nine am.
glass. The other honorees and Knott, Mrs. Larry Bossard, Mn.
sage of white earnationa.
her, and the white stripes shall
•••
Refreshments of lime punch mothers were Miss Sally Tay- Kenneth lamb, Mrs. Evelyn go down to posterity representand
Taylor
Bette
Monday,
June 15
Mrs.
and
lor
Randolph,
and
the
hostesses.
~red from a crystal bowl and
ing liberty".
The Penny Homemakers Club
hoped Miss Kay Wallis and Mrs. Lee- Mrs Hugbei Bennebt was uncentered with a newt'
In a 1917 Flag Day message,
die to attend but sent a gift. President Wilson said: "This will meet at the Holiday Inn at
k* of froaen fruits, coiorful tea erne Wall&
am. with Mrs. Ruby Harrell
Another event was the Coke
aendwiches, nuts, mg Petit fours
flag, which we honor and un- ten
as hostess.
in pastel shades were served party given by Mrs. W. P. Bus- Pentecostal conference
emthe
serve,
is
which
we
der
•••
frosts• beautifully - appointed sell, Mrs. Rue Overby, and Mrs.
unity, our power,
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (11Pl). blem of our
Tuesday, June 16
table covered with a linen cloth Glen Hodges which was reportas
a
purpose
our thought and
intermered with lace points. ed Thursday in the Ledger & The Ninth Pentecostal World nation. It has no other charact. The Junior Golfers, ages
held
be
Conference,
to
seven through fifteen, will play
The table featured an arrange. Times.
er than that which we give it
Tuesday, beginning at
in Dallas, Tex., Nov. 3-8 is
:went of white feverfew, mow
from generation to generation every
expected to attract 11,000 The choices are ours. It floats nine a.m., at the Oaks Country
balls, and focal points of yellow
delegates from mote than 40 In majestic silence above the Club.
Miss.
•••
Mrs. Keith Kennedy, aunt of
hosts that execute those choicMr. and Mrs. Robert Rowland countries.
Circle I of the First MethodOw honoree, presided at the of Memphis, Tenn., were the
"The Spreading Flame of es, whether in peace or in war
punch bowl. Mines Fanny Be. guests last weekend of her mo- Pentecost" is the theme of And yet, though silent, it speaks ist Church WSCS will meet at
the racial hall at two p.m.
latearid Betty Jo Ward also iber, Mrs. R. L Wade, West the conference, which will be
to us — speaks to us of the past,
•••
assisted the hostesses in serv- Main Street.
Addressed by 14 Pentecostal of the men and women who
of the Goshen UnWSCS
ing.
The
•••
leaders from '12 countries. wen before us, and of the reMrs. Sanders and Mrs. Belote
ited Methodist Church will meet
Speakers' topics will relate to eords they wrote upon it.
church at seven p.M.
presented the honoree with a
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Workman the contemporary Manifesta"We celebrate the day of its at the
• ••
gift of pottery in her
of Detroit, Mich., have beet tions and "applications of the birth; and from its birth until
chosenpatr.
the guests of his parents, Mr. power of the Holy Spirit, says now it has witnessed a great The Woman's Missionary Soc.
and Mrs. H. M. Workman, North The
F. history, has floated on high the iety or the First Baptist Church
Per Hoz
Rev. Thomas
et the church at 9:30
Sixteenth Street.
Zimmerman, general superin- sYmbel- of great events, of a will meet
plus Cleaning 4 Pressing
•••
tendent of the Assemblies of great plan. at life *sated out
gteat peeple .
conby
a
of
the
(lineman
God
and
Mrs. Jack Turchi and daughMinistry let the deaf
"Woe be to the man or group
ter, Theresa, of Pine Bluff, Ark., ference1i steering committee.
WINNIPEG (UP - A new
to stand In
seeks
men
that
of
are the guests of their daughter
It ft is
our way in this day of high re- cooperative minim'', for. the
and sister, Mrs. David Hayes,
solution when every principle deaf will be initiated at schools
Mr. Hayes, and daughter, MonThe Bj___Hont Mountains
we honk dearest is to be vindi. -VW the -deaf-itt
an
k*.
nage---feerellyemistg kt Moncited aid made secure for tbe Bellevue, Ont., thrittrin mer,
•••
tane.
salvation of the nation. We are age the Lutheran 1Churrh of
THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING
*• *
ready to plead at the bar of his. Canada. The projeFt is a joint
Mrs. Wilma Stephenson o
flag
shall
our
and
wear
a
tory,
f.ukeran
the
of
Murray has been disnoissed
a town in northweseffort
Church
from the Western Baptist Hoe. tern Turkey, was the first Otto- new luster. Once more we shall of (:atiada and te7 4.utheran
with
our
good
was
and
make
pita!, Paducah.
rharthAlliirotiti!ky od
man capital,

Watson-Overbey Vows Planned
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Cotham Home Is
Scene Of Shower
For Miss Welch

Don't dress boys
like girls!

Catherine E. Berry
Complimented With
Linen Shower

Lyman Carter from Si
Mo.. caught 10 bass Fr
Blood River just out o
Hurst Resort, These hi
eraged 2 pounds to 4
He was using a Dalton
a purple worm and a Dalt
ral and was fishing
rocks and off the point:

Stuart Huckaby from
Ky., caught a 5 pound larg
bass Thursday morning oi
pie worm. He was fLskini
brush in Blood River,
For the dock r worts tin
Cypress Springs says ttu
are still hitting real)
They are using bumble In
Hellbenders tithing tilt
and brush,
Croppie are being cat
log minnows and fishing
to 20 feet of water.

Catfish are biting on
crawlers fishing on the I
They are hitting hard an
Bluegill itching is g
Sys and top water. Tt
being caught around sturn
and brush.

Plans Completed By
Miss Overcast For
June 20th Wedding

Homemakers Observe Citizenship
Month In June; Urge Flag Flying

These three fish wer:
Sunday morning by Bobbj
and Bethel Richardson,
Murray, The two sma
were caught by Mr. Rid
on a fly rod using a wh

Mrs. Dale Adams Is
Honored At Stork
Shower Recently

Miss Kay Wallis Is
Honoree At Tea At
The Sanders Home
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KENTUCKY LAKE

News from Nibo

TH

WEEKLY

FISHING REPORTS
by GARY NANCE

TIMES

IN
KENTUCKY

Lynnhurst Resort reports that
Lyman Carter from Sikeston, bass are hitting good.
Cropple
Mo., caught 10 bass Friday in good in real deep water.
CatHAY
BY
TOWLES
Blood River just out of Lynn fish good on the
bottom and
Hurst Resort. These bass av- bluegill nod on five
FRANKFORT, ley. we —
eraged 2 pounds to 4 pounds.
With water temperatures in the
He was using a Dalton Twist
says fish-, high 7113, clear and generally
Dock
Boat
Kenlake
a purple worm and a Dalton spistable conditions, fishing has
ral and was fishing on the is great. Bass are hitting by leveled off in most lakes.
, trolling a spoon plug or white
rocks and off the points.
The lake by lake rundown;
Hellbender and casting on under
Stuart Huckaby from Stella, water worms and Hellbenders. Barkley Lake: Croppie good
Ky., caught a 5 pound largemouth Willow flies hatched some this in main lake at 10 to 20 feet
on minnows; black bass fair to
b ss Thursday morning on a pur- week.
good, with best catches in the
ple worm. He was fishing in the
Little River area; bluegill geed
brush in Blood River.
Croppie in 13 to 15 feet of
and below dam.
For the dock r eports this•wee* irater are real good on drop in main lake
Cypress Springs says that
Kentucky Lake — In Blood
Catfish
offs using minnows.
are still hitting really
are good on nIghtcrawlers on the Waver area: Black bass good by
They are using bumble
and rocks fishing the bottom.
Meting and fly fishing and trollHellbenders fishing tfiis po ts
ing; croppie good over stumpand brush.
Stripe bass are reported to beds; white bass fair off rip.
Croppie are being caulh
/
t us- have started their run around rep especially in Eggner's Fery
ing minnows and fishing in 15 the State park at Eggners Ferry Bridge area; bluegill and catto 20 feet of water.
bridge. They are fair size and fish below dam.
bait is what is called the flee
the
Lake Cumberland — White
Catfish are biting on night- fly with a bell sinker.
good at night in lower part
bass
crawlers fishing on the bottom.
black bass fair by castlake;
of
Well, that's all for this week
They are hitting hard and good.
ing and jump fishing; croppie
careful
on
good
Mow.
Be
itching
Is
as
I
far
as
Bluegill
fair at night; trout fair below
flys and top water. They are and may the Good Lord bless dam.
being caught around stumps,logs all of you and I'll see you next
Herrington — Black bass fair
week.
and brush.
to wed by casting and still
fishing soft crawfish; bluegill
fair by drift fishing around deep
banks.
Green River — Bluegill excellent off shallow points on
worms and crickets; scattered
catches of black bass.
Rough River — Black bass
good by casting artificial worms
off mud banks; fair to good
catches of white bass by casting jumps.
Nolin — Black and white bass
fair by jump fishing early and
late; liktiegill fair to good on
worms and crickets.
Barren — White bass fair by
jump fishing and trolling; some
black bass on artificial worms.
Dewey Lake — Crappie good
around stickups at 8 to 10 feet;
bluegill good off shallow banks.
Budd:born — Bluegill fair off
shallow banks; black bass oat
surface plugs and artificial
nightcrawlers; murky to muddy
These three fish were caught Joe' popper and they weighed 1 in extreme headwaters.
Sunday morning by Bobby Brown pound an 13',4 pounds. The large
Dale Hollow — Bluegill on
and Bethel Richardson. both of fish weighed 2 pounds and was worms at 12 feet; scattered
Murray. The two small ones caught by Brown on a fly rod white bass at night.
were caught by Mr. Richardson using a green fiourescent pop- Fialitrap — Black bass fair
by casting.
on a fly rod using a white 'old Per-
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A PUBLIC TARGET: THE SILENT MAJORITY':
By John Madison
In the new surge of environmental concern, a frequent target
of aroused citizens is the hunter.
The citizen knows that wildlife is a desirable part of the
environment. So it figures that if the hunter kills wildlife, he is
somehow damaging the environment.
Such logic recently drew fire from Dr. Leslie Glasgow,
Assistant Secretary of Interior for Fish and Wildlife, parks
and Marine Resources:
"The anti-gun fabricators and extreme preservationists have
managed. to sell a great many people the entirely false notion
that harvest of Wildlife is a crime against conservation and the
environment. The truth is, that hunters and hunting have literally
saved many wildlife species from extinction.
"The hunter-haters chatter on about the threat hunting poses
to wildlife populations. Their solution is as grandly simple as it
is naive prohibit all hunting. Stop it completely and wildlife will
be saved forevermore.
"What silly rod And what dangerous rot
"The wildlife scientist knows that the hunter and his harvest
Is not the real danger. The real danger is habitat destruction.
Any time over-hunting becomes a danger, it is the hunter who
demands a restriction in season or bag limit.
"Htmters and fishermen have been the leaders in every
conservation crusade in this country. This is the American
the anti-harvest crowd is portraying as the spoiler.
"The animal sentimentalists should be motivated to exert
their effort toward saving habitat and improvement of the
environment...Movements based on emotion and minus factual
Information are dangerous."
Extreme preservationists overlook the fact that some game
species have been "wiped out" every fall for decades, but for
some reason they always seem to come back. That reason is
modern game management, probably the best example of how
to live in harmony with environment and still enjoy its fruits.
It's also a classic example of studying problem, finding soluand then financing action.
tions,
Environmental maintenance isn't the only thing that hunters
and fishermen are useful for.
A great value of such men is their unwillingness to compromise environment, They know that it is impossible to have
quality total environment with no fish or wildlife, for such
critters are true biological indicators of environmental quality.
They know, more than most men, that a world that isn't good
for wildlife isn't good for people. A non-hunter, non-fisherman,
non-outdoorsman might settle for an environment without fish
or wildlife, for he has no standards to guide him, and he might
be content with an unpolluted sky, a sterile, manicured park,
and crystal-clear water that Is too infertile to support aquatic
life.
We are hearing a call for quality environment from many
Americans who don't really know what quality environment is.
It is ironic that the men who know the most about quality
natural environment, and its elements, should be the targets
of those who know the least.
SHOOTING PRESERVE TRAINING
Applications are being accepted for the Shooting Preserve
Management Training Course held each fall and winter at
Nilo Farms near Brighton, Minois.
Nib Farms is a 700-acre experimental and demonstration
shooting preserve owned and operated by the Winchester-Western
Division of Olin Corporation„
Candidates Interested in the eight-month program can write
for information and application blanks to either:
Conservation Dept., Winchester-Western, Olin, East Alton,
III.
62024 or Public Relations Dept., Ralston Purina Co..
St. Louis, Mo. 63199.
Deadline for applications is July 15, 1970. Applicants must
be high school graduates, between the ages 01 20 and 50, in good
health, willing to perform arduous work in all kinds of weather,
and have a deep and sincere interest in game birds, bird dogs,
shooting and hunting,
SHOT WATCHING
Ever watch a bullet in flight?
You may see a .22 long rifle bullet as it passes from shade
into bright sunlight, especially if the sun is directly behind
you. The bullet is a bright point of light as the sun ratites
its shiny base.
A .22 bullet is easiest to see on a 100-yard range with a
strong spotting scope, and looks like a white spark flickering
in the scope's field. We've also seen bullets from such oldtimers as the .32-40 and .45-70. Our gllms have never been
good enough to see jacketed bullets on their way to the target,
although we seem to recall claims that .30-06 military bullets
have been seen in flight.
Shotgun pellets can sometimes be seen as a sort of silvery
cloud when fired through light rain or drizzle. Shot elopes
are most easily seen at night, under strong lights, whoa there
Is some rain or very high humidity.
NEW COURSE FOR RESOURCE WRITERS
A new five day resource communications short course will
be held May 25-29 at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.
It's a cram course in resource journalism, public speaking,
graphics and photography, and it'll be a good one, if we know
Professor Doug Gilbert, who is heading it up,
For details, write Professor Gilbert, Department of Conkrvation, FETDOW Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
14850.

FDITED BY THE WINCHESTER NEWS BUREAU. 460 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022

PRECISION SHOOTERS ... Winchester-Western recently -initiated a
major step forward in precision air rifle competition. As ho7(of the 39th
annual Connecticut Gallery Smallbore Rifle Match at the company's range
in New Haven, Winchester conducted a National Rifle Association-registered State Air Rifle Championship in conjunction with the smanore tournament. The event drew a total of 316 shooters, the largest number ever to
compete in an air 11 match, and indications are that the tournament will
become an annual
The competition 'as divided into junior and senior categories and the
winners in each category were presented with a Winchester Model 333
recision Air Rifle. Scorers, belRw
e category winners were divided
by thirds into A, B and C classes,
with class winners receiving trophies and NRA Award Points.
Karl Yetter of New London topped all senior competitors with a
score of 170 out of.200, while David
Tom Henshaw of wineries -Western prwants a
Lyman of Middlefield scored a 162
Model 333 Precision Air Ri to Junior champion
Of the NRA and
David Lyman as John
rguilo look on.
to lead the junior shooters.
Winchester's Chuck
Deliged at the 'success of the event, the NRA expressed its hope that
this would trigger 4dditional precision air rifle shoots that can be conducted as an added
tch to regularly scheduled smallbore rifle tournaments throughout Ora
country.

GEORGIA CLUB ... The

Triple H Winchester Public Shooting Center,
most recent of the Winchester Franchise gun clubs, was opened last month
to the public residing in the Atlanta and Macon, Georgia, region. Located
on Hampton-Locust Grove Road near McDonough, Georgia, 25 miles southeast of Atlanta, the new facility offers six fields for trap and skeet, all of
which are fully illuminated for night shooting. A novel feature of the club
is a 3800-foot grass air strip with a taxiway to the clubhouse to accommodate private aircraft. The Triple H Winchester Public Shooting Center is
owned and operated by James D. (Don) Buie, a local-area sportsman, and
is open to the public from 2 p.m.-10 p.m., weekdays; 10 a.m.-10 p.m., Saturdays, and 1 p.m.-dark, Sundays.

VIETNAM DISCOVERY . A Model lam Winchester was recently
found in a Vietnam warehouse by a United States Air Force colonel. The
firearm was described as a caliber 40-82 Winchester centerfire, engraved
with French designations and bearing the serial number 10812. A check of
Winchester's museum records shows only that the gun with that serial
number had an octagon barrel and was shipped December 5, 1887. It is
assumed that the firearm was brought into Indo-China by the French when
they were developing the country.
AMMO RECORD BOOKLETS... Firearms and

ammunition dealers
who fret over the tedious amount of record keeping that their job requires
can give a nod of thanks to the National Shooting Sports Foundation which
has recently issued new "Federal Ammunition Disposition Record" booklets.
The new booklets comply with ammunition record-keeping amendments
to the Gun Control Act of 1968 and with new record forms improved by the
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Division of the Internal Revenue Service.
The Gun Control Act amendments e1imin4e record keeping for shotgun
ammunition,ammunition suitable for use ir -fles only and component paits
of such ammunition. Records must still be kept on .22 ammunition, handgun
ammunition, ammunition which is interchangeable between handguns and
rifles and components of such ammunition.
_
As a convenience to the dealers, the new NSSF booklets list most of the
pistol, revolver and interchangeable calibers which dealers must record.
Further information on the disposition record booklets can be obtained
. from the ,National Shooting Sports Foundation, 1075 Post Road, Riverside,
Connectitut 06878.

BEGINNER'S' BASIC...The

$11k nice string of bass wasi fishing out of Kenlake Boat Dock. largest hinter weighed 4 lbs.,
caught by Russell Anderson and They were fishing the deeper she 3 ors.
Ron Morean of Benton last week mos with a Metall worm. The
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"WEST KENTUCKY'S
Ti ANSPORTATION CENTER"
MONK 711-1372

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
— GUNS and AMMUNITION —

$111111.11

or Zenith TVs

off Sporting seeds

Chestnut Street

littuvsy, Ky
7

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps

auk•POPLAR

•

LIBERTY
Super Market
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway

Murray, Kentucky

word magnum is derived from the Latin
term, magnus, meaning "great." When used in reference to a rifle, shotgun
or load,.it refers to a high-speed, high-power or high-velocity firearm or
cartridge. A magnum rifle or shotgun, therefore, is one that is especially
designed to withstand the increased pressures which a magnum cartridge
produces.
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Generation Gap Over Or Just Starting?
By ARMY ARCHER!)
Central Press Associatton
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD - Test your
generation gap-osis. Remember
when Tuesday Weld was a
kookie-sounding name of a teenage rage making her film debut
in "Rock, Rock, Rock"? Well,
today, she's a mature young
lady of 27.
In her early days of the
swingin' I 71 era of Hollywood.
all Tuesday had to do was go
out far a walk around the block
with her 'dog and she was rumored in a dozen columns as
doing everything from attending a wild party with a 40-yearcld man to doing the twist (eh,
remember!) at a discotheque.
Since that time, Tuesday has
appeared in such to-be-forgotten
films as "Lord Love a Duck,'
-"The Private Lives of Adam and
Eve," "Return to Peyton Place,"
plus "The Cincinnati Kid,"
"Rally Round the Flag Boys" as
well as "Soldier in the Rain."
• • •
NOW, the New York Cityborn mother of a three-year-old
daughter is playing the sexy
daughter of a Tennessee moonshiner. What's more, our young
Miss Tuesday's screen Ca
now has her jumping in
sack with ' no less a
attire
actor than Gregory
. Somebody's bridging
e generation
gap here!
For tho
of us who remember. T
• ay started her film
ca
like so many glamor girls
a model. However, Tuesday was a kiddie model. Ironically, in her current film, "September Country," Tuesday
wears a $3.98 dress. And to
make it worse, it's the only outfit she wears throughout the entire film.
In case you had any idea Hollywood was cutting costs-forget it, the dress was made to
look like the bargain basement
$3.98 variety, but it was created
for Tuesday by famed designee
Lewis Brown. And let's faze it,

with Tuesday's 36-19-33 figure getting her any roles. Thus she
abandoned Hollywood and
inside. it has to look great
sought-a "normal life." She set• • •
tled down and married writer
TIZEzSDAY'S role of "Alma" Claude Harz.
Miss Weld is back in front of
may very well place her finally
in the category of dramatic ac- the camera again, but her attitress that she's longed for. Tues- tude toward publicity is not the
day, who was a Hollywood- same as the kid we used to
created publicity product, obvi- know. She avoids it- -and interously woke up one day and de- views.
• • •
cided her image was all wrong.
"I DON'T believe it's necessary to talk about what I am
doing in a film," Tuesday says.
"I prefer to let my performance
now talk fog me."
Tuesday dàmanc
complete privacy
the film troune at

POLICE MASCOT-With 90lice around the nation wearing tie clasps and sweatshirts with pigs on them to
make light of the "pig" epithet hurled by demonstrators, Minneapolis police went
whole hog and got this live
pig for a mascot. The name
is Molly. Officer David W.
Mack holds Molly.

community.
her own, reg
And she di
e same when on
essee. She spent
location '
time alone walking the
her
tryside, either meeting the
ocal people or meditating with
herself.
The veteran members of the.
"Country" cast comment on
Tuesday's pro(eissionaliam and
new attitude. Th
a particularly on - operative
performer.
• • •
TUESDAY WELD as an 11year-old "veteran" of this business, has a staunch supporter in
Broadway actor Charles Durning who left a hit show in New
York for this film in which he
has a scene where he attempts
to talk Tuesday into an affair.
Tuesday, during the initial
take, watched Durning carefully, then whispered that he
should raise his eyes-for the
type acting the camera would
better capture-- as Tiribsed to
stage technique.
Miss Weld -doesn't act like the
kind of kid who was stealing
scenes or spoitlights--the Tuesday Weld a few years back! So,
maybe there's hope for all 16year-olds. Whether they're actors or not, they all grow into
the generation that has to face
its own "generation gap."
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Scientists To Study Hand
Hewn Wood In Glacial Ice
By LOUIS CASSELS
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Embedded in glacial ice 14,000 feet
up the side of a high mountain
in eastern Turkey Is a large
mass of hand-hewn timbers.
A team of American s
tists and explorers will sy to
Turkey this month in an effort
to determine if.1fii wood could
be the remin of Noah's ark.
cumstances encouedition to
it

ay be something more than
wild goose chase
- The site is Mt. Arar
specifically identified in Gen
pis 8:4 as the place whet
IN;oah's ark came to rest as in
gyaturs'of the great flood began
subside.
- The wood has been identied as white oak, and no whit
31 trees grow within 300 miles
f the mountain.
-Scientists at the University
f Bordeaux in France and the
s. Id institute of Forestry in

The freckles are still there, but Tuesday Weld's now a grown-up actress

Spain have concluded from the
amount of lignite, the degree of
petrification, and
the cell
structure of the wood that it
must be about 5,000 years old.
(Radiocarbon tests in U.S.
laboratories, however, suggest
that the wood came from trees
that grew from 100 AD to 600
AD.)
- Chemical tests have yielded
evidence that some of the wood
had been waterproofed with
bituminous pitch.
"There seem to be only two
logical possibilities," said Rennie Noobeergen, a member of
the expedition.
"Either we must assume that
some ancient people went to a
great deal of trouble to handhew timbers, haul them 300
miles overland, and carry them
14,000 feet up the side of a
mountain in order to erect a
building for some purpose; or
we must conclude that a
gigantic flood deposited a large,
ship-like object on the mountain."
Explorer Fernand Navarra in
1955 discovered a mass of wood
embedded in a glacial tee pack
at the 14,000 lbot level of Mount
Ararat. He estimated at least
50 tons of wood were visible
through the ice. It appeared to
be organized in a bow-shaped
structure, and included handhewn timbers 150 to ZOO feet in
length.
In 1969, a privately financed
U.S. foundation called Search
sent Navarra back to the
mountain with diamond-Upped
boring tools to obtain samples
of the wood. These are the
samples that have been tested
at scientific laboratories in
Europe and America.
The main search expedition
of eight members plans to
leave Washington about June
15. They will fly to Istanbul,
Turkey and then to Erzurun,
Turkey. Several additional
American and Turkish scientists will join the team at
Erzurun, and all will proceed

overland to Mt. Arat, arriving
in early July.
It is anticipated the team will
remain on the mountain until
late August or early September,
The oceans of the world
using electronic instruments contain nearly 27.5 tons of
and diamond-tipped Coring tools gold.
to ascertain the exact size of
•• *
the mass of wood, and to obtain
samples
additional
for laboratoSince the first oil well was
drilled in the United States in
ry testing.
1859,
there
have
been
If further testing corro- 2,136,154 wells drilled in
borates the thesis that a search of oil and gas.
shiplike object is buried in the
ice, a larger expedition will be
sent to Mt. Ararat in the
one of the
Arc turus is
summer of 19'71 to undertake
the massive task of digging it brighter stars in the northern
hemisphere.
out of the glacier.

1 Clothed
5 Weakens
9-Rent
10 Egresses
12-Depended on
13-Rely on
15 Retained
16 Employs
18 Beam
19 Bitter vetch
20-Mark left
by wound
21-1.614111
n-Contunction
23-Native of ,
Latvia
24-Transact*r)is
25-Hauls
26-European
27 Social rank
'9-Story
30-Parent

3-Peer Gynt s
mother
4-Subtracts
5-H•brew
festival
&Chopping tools
7-Fruit seed
8-Unproductive
9-Condescending
looks
11-Trap
12-American
ostrich
14-Changes
color of
IT-Posed for
portrait
20-Stitches
21-Healthy
23-Defeat
24-Food fish
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MOM
POO MT
TWO-BEDROOM doPlaz
mot Phone 753-7860.

IICREEROOM furnished al
meat at 801 Waldrop Drive
Information call 753-0254.

?am runramow Mr e
dosed outmost, for eel
girls Ca/1 7534106 or Sal

FURNISIOS) spertessede
private rens for mile. I
Call MAW or 713411114

7OUB-11ZDS0011 brick I
Paneled des Sew tames
area. $135.00 per month.
Shupe. Cell NOON ow
247481111.

NICE FURNISHED house,
to college, for seven gins.
two full baths. Must be 21
old. Phone 755-5665 or 753-1

SPACE FOR one tradkw,
vide, shady, reasonable,
Murray. Call 753-1844 b
5:00 a. m. and after 4:00
Day time call 753-5312. J

TWO APARTMENTS on
klorth 4th Street. For info
don call Mrs. George Hart,
1602 or Gene Lanaka 753-1

32-Chispetius
33-Domesticate
-4-Crony (colloq )
35 Emmet
36-Harvest
37-Ripped
38-Bank employe
40-Neither Jewish
nor Christian
12 Sows
43-Peruses
44 Flower
45-Places

TWO-BEDROOM apartment,
Mashed or unfurnished. Ws
wall Carpeting, central air
&boning. Call 753-8611
753-4331 night.

THREE ROOM furnished a
agent, air conditioned, co
couple welcome, 06.00.
753-4199.

NICE twabedrocen trails
miles south of Murray off
For information call 753-1

FURNISHED garage aparto
Couples preferred. Avail
now. Cell 753-6781.
J.

One Thing You'll Love About
Datsun Is Its Automatic Transmission
From Muncie, Indiana

WHEN HE 15 LOOKING FOR
SOMETHN6 IN THE DISTANCE,
HE WILL ACTUALLY SHADE HIS
EqES WITH HIS PAW..,

HOUSE for rent, 10 miles a
of Murray. Modern cot
hbme, $55.00 per month. P
PUryear, 247-3908.
J.

GRAIN BODY dump tr
910.00 per day. Murray Lea
30 South 4th, Murray, pl
783-1372.
J.

TWO - BEDROOM "parte
stove and refrigerator fur
dl, no children or pets, $11
per month, $50.00 deposit.
J.
753-5792-

ONE-BEDROOM furnished a,
meet, air-conditioned, loc
on Payne Street next to Si
Hall, $85.00 per month, cos
Only. Call 753-3805.

BUILDING for body or
up shop, electric doors, air
pressor, Natural gas heat,
cellent lighting, good iota
4
Cell 753-3018.
MOBILE HOME two be&
Mr conditioned. Call 7534
AIRCONDMONED apart
for summer. For inform
mil 7534555.
rURNISHED three-room
conditioned wartment. Pr
entrance, 1405 Popkw. J

3 Reasons to go
Datsun Automatic

MOUSE TRAILER, nice, eh
Mobile Home VII
Phone 753-3806 or 753-34

1. 3-speed smoothness a 2speed can I match
2. Up to 25 miles per gallon
Delivers peak performance
with 96 H P engine
then decide
Drive a Datsun

HEY, BRAVE AND MAIDEN,
NOW COME YOU'RE STILL
WEARING OUR ANCIENT
•
GARB'

MAN HAVEN'T You HEARD!? NC:1U
INDIANS LOOKED 50 COOL IN

YOUR NATIVE RIGS, THE WHOLE
PALEFACE STUDENT BODY HAS
GONE Ai/51/-A -MA -SA/UNA

WEL L , OUR R EVOLT

ACCOMPLISHED
SOMETN/Ale!WE
STARTED A WHOLE
BLOOMIN. FASHION
CAD!

AND WHO KNOWS
WHERE IT MIGHT

ENO,HIAWATHA,
DARLING ??

10' x 55' 2-BEDROOM m
home, arr conditioned, nix
cation, 2 miles east of Mt
Available immediately,
per month. 12' x 50' m
home, 2 bedrooms, air
tioned, automatic washer,
ly hand:bed. available Ju.
um month. Phone after
.1
p. m., 9014424370.

WE ARE EXTENDING THIS OFFER THRU THE MONTH OF JUNE

Lassiter & McKinney Datsun

IHREE BEDROOM house
Living room, kitchen and
for three college girls for
rner or fall semester. All
dies funniiihed. One block
University. Call 753-4974
500 p. m.

WILL GIVE THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
With The Purchase Of Any New Datsun
4 DOOR SEDAN, Wagon Or 2 Door Sedan

THIS MEANS A $19000 SAVINGS

Lassiter McKinney Datsun

THREE-BEDROOM brick ii
furnished or unteshed, ii
berteon School District, Gall

/ PAID A 14/ALION
co'? 1)/5 NUD/57"
COLONY,
(JUST 7
GET OOSOICA'ro

CALL ME A PRUDE - BUT I AM
AGAINST
NUDITY ON STAGE ,SCREEN OR
IN
Abh .) 141JCNST CoLONILS!!

0/5,10al

•

2.13EDROOM apartment, kit
hell and bath, utilities
Ce0 753-3948.
FOR SUMMER term, 3-bed
house and 10' x 30' mobile I
Both air conditioned. Lo
at beautiful University HI
Mobile home park on 1
10th Street. Call 436-581
733-7770.

I
dRivolUMMER ONLY,
house, furnished
cOnditionecl. Call 753-252
itOUSE TRAILER, air
gamed, close to university
15.3-13)3.

-
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AUTOS FOR SALE
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•

ARM,

SATURDAY - JUNE 13. 1870

Liberace Says:

Sell,7frae
00,Relit Ahe
meow TM
POlit RENT

'V

Belief in Yourself, Key to Success
FOR SAL'

NOTICE

NOTICE

By ROBERTA BOESCH
Central Press Association
Correspondent
NEW YORK -In 25 years of
show business Liberace has
learned nifiny things. But the
one that he pinpoints as most
important Is "No one is going
to believe in you unless you beleive In yourself."
During his career's silver anniversary this millionaire showman-pianist can feel rightfully
that his always-unwavering
faith in himself has made him
Mr. Showmanship in the truest
sense of the words. Onstage,
offstage- -anywhere--he glitters
all the way.
On one hand, there's the
famous diamond-studded ring in
the shape of a candelabrum. On
his wrist, the diamond-studded
watch in the shape of a grand
piano.
In his new Palm Springs
showplace in California-a restored Spanish mansion he calls
"The Cloister-Liberace can
bathe in a -sunken -marble bath..
the size of a swimming pool).
that adjoins the -master suite.
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Old Th.
in in.
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information call 753-3254. TFC
'$'. dates and reduces Wades
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Smooth Running
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about
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girls. Call 7534108 or UMW hardtop, $405.00. Cal 753-78T7. 4611 30 Plies dnull Pelee al
EAN 4-PLY DYNACOR RAYON
,piop Hughes Paint AM
JunelIC
FURNISHED apeetiesob sal L980 INTERNATIONAL pick-up
private rooms for college boys. reel good rooter. 1963 Pontiac
'PANAWNIC inbd ibin poetsbli
ape recorder. Two tape'mg%
Call 7534106 or 75341/0& ITC convertible. Call 482-8371.
1-134 AC-DC operated. Model No. HQ
FOUR.BEDS00111 Wet hem&
I025. Ammonite; Dynamic min
Pentiod del. Nor tomes liks 1966 piaBLANE GT, Ford, goo rophone with remote control
area. $135.00 per month. 1000 Cu. Inch, 4-speed transmission wit* tactroPhobs 611111 mid
Sharpe. Cell 711W en Ado See at 508 South 11th. 3900.00
bind beat
'midi° sisell a
'3 bilk
247461.
real and a magnetic ear
phase.
mac FuRNisHED house, elose NIMINNININ111.111111 Splicing tape and batteries.
Used one month, $40.00. Phone
to college, for seven girls. Has
JOIN OUR
753-3147 or 71104675 before
two full baths. Must be 21 years
ECONOMY DRIVE
9.009*.MEC
old. Phone 753-6086 or 7534/418.
1968
low
Convertible,
FIAT
ITC•
HORSE, also western saddle
mileage, white a n d
and bridle OM 753-3468 after
• • •
black. Sheep $1,395.00.
SPACE FOR one trailer, priJ-13-NC
7:00 p. m.
WHEN HE'S in the mood for
vate, shady, ressonable, near 1967 TRIUMPH, hardtop.
Liberace models one of his form jackets.
a private swim Liberace can opt
Murray. Call 753-1844 before
HOUSE TRAILER for sale, 10' x
Tueoquoise finish, black
fighting
drive,"
declared Mr. generation to his older legion
for a piano-shaped swimming
Corner of 6th & Main
Phone 753-5862
3:00 a. m. and atter 4:00 p. m.
50'. Cal 7534231 or 753-7656.
interior. Led with
.,.... pool that also adjoins his suite. Showmanship during a recent of admirers. Another factor was
...
753-5312.
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Unit
call
Day
...lots of extras, $1,995.00.
--i" His bed is an antique swan bed visit to New York.
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that belonged to Rudolph ValTWO APARTMEN'TS on 304 1967 CHEVROLET
sleeps
which
HOUSEBOAT
Impala,
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wasn't
.an
accident,"
Liberace
entino.
4orth 4th Street. For Informs.
four, with sink, cabinets and
two door hardtop, V-8
AFTER the TV show many
houses a continued.''"I worked, wanted.
music
room
The
tics call Mrs. George Hart, 753Twin
stove.
35
Having
a
gas
engine, automatic transgrand piano that is shaped like wished, hoped and prayed for young people wanted to hear
1602 or Gese lAndat 753-8175
H. P. Evisrude motor, $2,000.
SORVICOS OFFERED
NOTICE
mission. Power steeran airplane wing, has a glass it. And God and the public me do something in the rock
TFC
May be seen at the Sportsman
ing and brake& Load
vein," Liberace pointed out. "I
see-through
top and looks as made it come true.
SAWS
rum,
Worn
mowers
and
ELECTROLUX
SALES
&
SerBoat dock. For information call
car, $1,495.00.
TWO-BEDROOM miartment, furfloating
in Mid-air. "When I first started, my kind complied with my acid rock
though
it
is
appliances
repaired
sad
vice, Box 218, Murray, Ky, C.
753-3748 or 753-3568.
J-15-C
of
act
album
'A Brand New Me,' and,
had
never
attained any
nished or unfurnished. Wall-to- 1970 MAVERICK low mileyard tools sharpened. 513 IL U. Sanders. Phone 382-2468 Outside, on a grassy area of the
great success. The scoffers said at this point, I consider this
enormous
estate,
chesssits
an
wall Carpeting, central air conDINETTE
SET
with
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South
13M Street Phone 781 Lynnville, Kentucky.
age. Standard transmisIt couldn't be done. Then, after move a new phase of my caditioning. Call 753-8611 days.
also RCA television in good con- 6067.
Jane-16-C board. The squares are made I proved them wrong, they said reer.
n00. Green with black
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chessand
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The
of
1-13-C
753-4331 night.
dition.
Will
sell separate, for
interior. This week onit couldn't last.
"Sometimes after piping peoFLOOR SANDING and del& FOR THOSE persons who are men are the size of humans.
information call 753-7508.
ly $1,995.00.
"But_ my fighting spirit had ple see me they realise that
THREE ROOM furnished apartnew
and
old
leg,
seven
fleet
Goon,
of
Among
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wen
interested
is the upkeep of the
J-18-C
to
show
them.
I've
been doing for years what
And I guess it
ment, air coinditioned, college 1987 GALAXIE 500, two-door
guaranteed, 26 years expeuiente Goshen cemetery please send shiny cars, all bearing the
they're trying to sell- the escouple welcome, $65.00. Call
FEEDER PIGS for sale. Call John Taylor, Wage, Lastalekle contributions to Mrs. Eery Ray, Liberace candelabrum crest, the did in these•25•years."
hardtop, V-8 oscine, all•
tablishment," he .went on. "I
TFC
753-4199.
753-7955.
TFC Innis 3.42066; phone 37611111111 Route 1, Murray, Ky.
tomatic
trenemisosin.
J-13-C newest is an air-conditioned
IN HIS 25 years Liberace as dress the way I want, wear my
metallic blue dune buggy with
Red
with
black
vinyl
also
shown
his
scoffers
that his hair the way I want, entertain
NICE two-bedroom trailer, 3
EIGHT COLLIE puppies, $5.00
2 FREE Kittens to be given stereo tape and radio, automatic
roof, local one owner,
belief in the frills and furbe- the way I want, and live the
miles math of Murray off 641.
each. Call 435-4232.
1-16-C CARPENTRY: DOW or remodel -away. Call 7534624,
transmission
diamondand
a
1-13-C
31,695.00.
lows that earmark all his way I want.
For information call 7534646.
big. For free estimates call
studded crest.
CHAMPION five-gaited show
clothes has served him Well all
-I love the young people to1-13-C 1967 FALCON Station Wa*
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Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
TFC MONEY TO LOAN for new and
the way. This year, fee- ex- day," he concluded, "so a lesson
horse, 2 genial mares and colts;
gon, autocratic transorLiberace
placed
WHEN
his
boats
FURNISHED garage apartment.
ample,
his
style
of dressing won from life I want to pass on is
also one Siamese kitten. For BUSH-HOGGING, tree trimming used automobiles
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mission. Turquoise with
meter and motors, mobile
Couples preferred.
information call 753-1348 after
homes, der for the buggy the company him a citation as the best the admonition that when a
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7
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interior.
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campers,
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camping trailers and
by the Fash- young person is graduated from
ow. Call 7534781.
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6:00 p. in.
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ial, $1,405.00.
motorcycles. See your MFA In- the extras he wanted, it said, ion Foundation of Atnerica and school his all-important first
HOUSE for rest, 10 miles south
be
that
couldn't
was
an
order
HOUSE TRAILER, 8' x 30', air
launched
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on
a
new busi- chance in any walk of life
surance Agent at 203 South 5th
PARKER FORD INC.
But Liberace's fighting ness venture his own line of comes only if he believes in himof Murray. Modern country
conditioned, Alvis Hutson, Muror call 753-1222.
HAULING
1-13-C filled.
Corner of 7th and Male
hopelesssquelched
the
drive
hbme, $55.00 per month. Phone
men's
suits,
shirts, ties, shoes. self enough to convince others
ray Route 4, cal 7534818 after Gravel Dirt and White Rock
Phone 753-57J3
LOSE WEIGHT safely with DM- ness. And he ended up wIth a acces3ories. and toiletries.
Puryear, 247-3908.
1-13-C
5:00 p. in.
1-16-P
to have faith in him.
- Fast Servicespecifimet
his
funmobile
that
A-Diet,
.1-13-C
and remove excess finid
Plus this, -his faith in his
"Had I not believed so
Phone 753-5108
GRAIN BODY dump tracks,
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with Midas. Only IIkt
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duty rotary cutters with stub*
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"Though
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whole
television
New
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opennew hoped to achieve."
and used 1 and IL CALL THIS
TWO BEDROOM apartment, HOUSE at 1314 Sycamore. Full
number for panel- ed Ander new management.
row cultivators. Vinson's Treeing, Painting or general repairs Open 7 days
stove and refrigerator furnish- sire basement. Int 100' x 135".
a week 24 hours
toe Co. Phone 753-4692. H-ITC Free
estimates, 753-4684. 1-16-C a day.
ed, no children or pets, $106.00 Call 753-4904.
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Everyone welcome Leon
repair.
this for years and his house
per month, $60.00 deposit. Call
NEW AND US= tiros Fiats WILL DO bush-hogging by
Having a pastime isn't any is full of shelves.
the and Dorothy Derrington.
'TWENTY THREE weaning pip. Bud. Vbaseal Tractor Os.
7534792.
hour or by the acre. Phone
An avocation
improver!'en
If his wife ever told anyCa/1 753-4904.
J-134 Phone 711$4111
13-ITC Sherrill Outland 753-3786 after
might he better. The lang- body that shelf building is her
ONE-BEDROOM furnished apart4:00 P. at.
uage seems totally unprepared, husband's hobby though, he
1-16-C
ment, air-conditioned, located NEW three-bedroom house, so
AUTOS FOR SALE
way we're sellthough, to earri the burden would cease inimediately.
on Payne Street next to White commiszious--by owner, brick, IT'S Uri& the
FOR
CLIPPING
and bush-hogLustre to clean rugs
hard-working men demand of
Hall, $85.00 per month, couples carpeted, nice neighborhood, ing Blue
shrimp ging call 753-9290. Satisfaction
.1-13-C Cal 753-4684.
it.
1-16-C and upholatery. Rant
Only. Call 753-3806.
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guaranteed, reasonable rates.
CBS will introduce a new
ooer el. Big K.
There is one slim ray or
By FRANK L. SPENCER
SFECIALSI
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BUUDING for body or clean A WOMAN'S dream home, cueweekly nighttime animated
hope.
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pie
ANTIQUE
1968
IMPALA Custom Coupe,
CHICAGO (UPI) - Many
up shop, electric doors, air com- tom-built by Owen; luxurious,
to do his own "thing.- He comedy cartoon series July I.
newly antiqued he Willing- WANTED: baby sitting job with
blue. black vinyl top, an American man
pressor, Natural gas heat, ex- ckisets galore, huge kitchen, nut,
probably could collect stamps,
small
children.
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to
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for
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Green.
toe
rare "Where's Huddles?" will be
327
two
baths,
Turboaydrumatic,
carpeted,
location
drapes,
would
sun
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cellent
such activities as
aired 7:30-8 p.m. Wednesdays.
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large for apace intended.
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steering,
room,
power
centre&
hest
and
air,
1-13-C
firedog
breeding, cooking, woodCall 753-3018.
It deals with
the domestic
make
model
planes,
bird
brakes, one owner, 37,place, tile foyer, Indirect light- Phone 7534030 after 5:00 p. m. OULD LIKE to baby sit in
working and finger painting -adventures of two married
TFNC
houses
or
explosives.
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom, ing, intercom, double arage,
000
miles,
$2475.
if only he could be assured
home. Call 753-8455.
1969 CAPRICE, four door
Right now, however, it is professional football players
air conditioned. Call 753-5963 three bedrooms, formal living CASH AND CARRY Carpet
that somebody would not ac.1-13-C
1-15-P and dining room, much more
hardtop.
Red
and
almost
impossible for a man and is the creation of The
black
cuse him of having a hobby.
Sale, while it lasts. Good carvinyl top. Power steerMust be seen. 7534708, 804 pet, $1.90 sq. yard; heavy shag,
own thing unless he William Hanna-Joseph Barberra
to
do
his
apartment
There is nothing wrong with
AIRCONDMONED
team which has turned out nuing, power brakes, 327
North
20th.
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house
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shoulder-length
hair.
shag,
8343
other
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having a hobby. Doctors and
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can
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find
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sq. yard; COMMOrCia type Hihave one. But surely there
Prominent players who will
one owner. New car
FURNISHED three-room air- THREE-BEDROOM brick with deosity rubber back, $3.95 eq.
must he something better to If we are to survive in this voice the characters include
trade in. We sold it
omationed "Nutmeat. Private central beat and air, carpet yard; also remnants, cutoffs,
new leisure era we mint get
Paul Lynde, Marie Wilson, Herb
new, $3175
rotroom 1405 Poplar. 146-C throughout. carport. 1% We bathroom pieces, stairways, pot'
call, tInan who spends his days a substitute for "hobby."
DWAIN
Jeffries, Mel Blanc., Cliff NorTAYLOR
ches, boats, campers. Big stock.
If
we
don't,
there
is
Tappan
a
baths,
applianbuilt-in
rood
running a bank or factory or.
HOU
CHEVROLET CO. INC.
TRAILER, nice. oir-cooton and Jean Vandezy!e.
on large lot. City Low overhead, volume buying.
..v-• gravel -truck may want to chance millions of Amencans
South 12th Street
Mobile Home Village. ces, utility,
achooi district, priced under Paschadl's Discount Mouse, Hawill be sitting around 'with
Paving Co.
,.
* * *
.. Phone
.epcnd hia cuttings wearing'has.
Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482.
$20,000.00. Phone 753-4516 after zel, Ey., 0247110)--"”..-14.114,
kets, making quilts or arrang- nothing to do, but refusing to
1-154
FREE
1-134
ESTIMATE
,
six p. so.
J-17-14C
"Mission:
Impossible,"
ing flowers. But do we abso- do anything if what they unrtake will be called a hobby. which has never been quite the
GEST carpet cleaner
lutely
have
to
$10 DOWN and $10 per month
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whatever
753-4199
'there is a man in the Chi- same since the departure this
THREE-BEDROOM brick house, will buy a large wooded 100' I. * ever used, so easy too. Get
he does his (ugh!) hobby?
HELP WANTED
feraisbed or untiradied, in RoWO' lot at Xenia" Shores. All lue Ware. Rent electric sham
The word seems to allude cago area who spends much season of Barbara Bain as a
bertson School District, call 753- utilites including water avail- f. $
$1. Western Auto, Home
BABY SITTER starting June to the verb hobble, which re- of his spare time building regular member of the cast,
1TP
4683.
"The Wishing Well". .141-C STUD SERVICE, AKC registerable, lake access privileges.
are quite will try to recoup in the femin15th throughout summer semes- fers to being restricted. Then- shelves. These
ine phase this fall with Leaky
10' x 55' 2-BEDROOM mobile Phone 436-5320 for complete
0 FEMALE Weimaramer ed Toy Poodle and German ter of college. Please call 75$- somebody invented a hobby- ordinary shelves. Most of them
Warren. She will be a regular
Shepherd.
(Silver
information and directions.
pood10.1
Cali
home, air cooditioned, nice
antotally
horse
unnecessary,
7619.
1-15-P
but
•
CZ7hildren
and the
about 6 months old. Them
member
of the Impossible
753-8371.
.1-13-C1
2 miles east of Murray.
liak
man
gets
word,
pleasure
in
connever much to begin
-cgs can be reg.stercd. Call 436COOK WANTED, days. For in- with. suffered
Missions Force as an actressle immediately, $70.00
damage beyond structing them. He has done
1-17-C THE KEN-LAKE Hooch -feet- terview call 753-4476.
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner, 18.
.1-15-C
singer character. Miss Warren,
VW month. 12' x 50' mobile two year old brick house with
urea hot-se beck riding et Au
home, 2 bedrooms, air comaetypist
Dictaphone
WANTED:
fora, Kentucky. Phone 474-2273
central air and heating, panel- FOUR
poster bedroom suite with
domed, automatic washer, newJ-15-k' with Medical treminology exed den and kitchen, large carp- mattress and
ly hineshed, available July 1.,
wrings,
odd
spool
perience, For Medical Records
room. Three nice
living
eted
bed with mattress and springs,
NE month. Phone after 4:00
Department. Apply in person
bedrooms, with carpet. Two
Use
1-19-P
1968 Chevrolet sedan, only 3900 WANTED: lawns to mow in the at the Murray-Calloway County
p. ci., 9014424370.
baths and utility room and oaractual miles, other items. Phone city limits. Phone 753-6030.
Hospital between the hours of
port This is near Robertson
1-13-C
TFNC 9:00-4:00, Monday through FriIIHREE BEDROOM house with school and high school. Located 753-3839
day.
J413-C
Itving room, kitchen and beth on Keeneland Dr. For informaPROFESSIONAL Painting. In- '
BABY BED and antique war- terlor and exterior. References.
for three college girls for sum- tion call 75340=
mer or fall semester. All utildrobe. Phone 7534894. .1-13.0 Free estimates. Phone 753-3486 WANTED: cook at Hazel Cafe,
Hazel, Kentucky. Hours 6:00
ities fueniidied. One block from
July-12-1' a. in. until 2:00 p. In. Apply at
University. Call 753-4974 after INCOME and Investment Pro- SAM don't forget to pick up
the Hazel Cafe or call 492-9785.
J-16-C perty: five efficiency apart- the shampooer and Blue Lustre
5.00 p. in.
1-13.0
ments, five motel type sleeping at Big K.
1-134 WILL DO baby sitting in your
2-BEDROOM apartment, kitchen, roome-all furnished (6 buildhome.
Call
J-I5-C
Fill
it
your
pocket!
PAMPER
753-6753.
hail and bath, utilities paid. ings); two 10' str 56' mobile
with money saved selling Avon
TFNC homes, two mobile home rentCep 753-3948.
WILL KEEP children in ins
Cosmetics in your own neighFOR RENT
al spaces, eight acres, all comhome, 5 days a week. Call 753borhood. Call quickly, collect
with 3 acre private lake
mercial
6635.
Jf16 C after 7 p. in., 365,9424, Mrs. JaFOR SUMMER term, 3-bedroom in city of Fatale Ky„ Box 32.
house and 10' x 50' mobile home.
Complete smell engine Ribpsir net Kunick, or write Route 2.
.1Both air conditioned. Located
Garden tillers, lown mowers Box 136-A, Princeton, Ky.
APARTMENT
J-13-C
at beautiful University Heights 2-BEDROOM frame house, near
chain saws. Authorized Bni.gs
For Rent
Mobile home park on North university, good condition. Knot& Stratton Dealer. Authorued
10th Street. Call 436-5862 or ty Pine interior, asbestos ex- 3 and 4 rooms with baths. Lawson power products dealer WANTED: old-time residents of
1-19-C terior. Furnished or unfurnish- Furnished. All utilities paid. Murray Supply Co., 208 Fa-- western Kentucky who remem753-7770.
ber the moonshine war of the
1-1
ed 753-3486.
H.I TI 30's
Downtown location. Summer Main. Phone 753-3361.
are needed by the Capri
Wes. Also a nice one-bedTheatre to tell what happened
roR SUMMER ONLY, threeroom air-conditioned trailer.
during the moonshine war. Call
laldrOOM house, furnished, ail-Everything furnished includLOST & FOUND
T.mmy Brown, Capri Theatre,
conditioned. Call 753-2527.
RENT
WANTED TO
1-15-C
1-16-C
753-8084
ing utilities. Summer Rates.
LOST: black coin purse, lost
room un
three
WANT
to
rent
BlIbrey
Baxter
Se*:
110LISE TRAILER. air condi Thursday afternoon in the viWANTED'TO RUT
furbished apartment, for etcl
at 21e East Mein
-gives yoirwrr-PERU DEVASTATION Thin viesv of earttiqtraarvirvantatiim in Huaraz,
honed, close to university. Call cinity of the Southside Restaur
ow woman, close to town 1'1, olop job Number of 4041 is estintht.-11 ;.t. 51000. hcmeless at. 400.040.,
ITC
1-16-C ant. Call 753-2265.
153-I Xi3.
15
swing set
used
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,11.4
m
p
753-5221 after 4-30
J-13-C
Please call 753-3485.
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for Daybook scrapbooks -The teaplant, which had such a conspicuous
part in American history just prior to the Revolutionary War, was brought to Europe by the Dutch
East India Co. and consumed first in Holland. It
was nearly 100 years later before use became extensive in England and the English colonies.
"As early as 1770 the cultivation of the teaplant was undertaken in Georgia," says a historical narrative edited by Woodrow Wilson before he
was President. 1770 was when the trouble-making
Import duties-"taxation without representation"
- -on all items except tea were repealed.
This concession effected a breach in the solidarity of colonists who had pledged rigid boycotts
of British goods-as evidenced in this [--.] broadside published in May 1770. Tea-drinking ladies of
New York were not ready to go without or switch
to coffee. Philadelphians, Bostonians, Charlestonians denounced reopening of New Yorkers' commerce with England in this and other items. The
boycott had reduced customs collections in the
combined Colonies at least £700,000 in 1789. a figure indicative of how much British shippers had
suffered when Parliament was moved to repeal all
obnoxious stamp taxes except that on tea. Further
concessions from London were to be reckoned on
If the boycott continued with solidarity.
Georgia farmers sought to alleviate the ladies' deprivation of their tea, to which important
medical effects were attributed, by undertaking
cultivation of a supply with plants brought from
the Far East. Meanwhile, coffee was given opportunity to supplant tea in popular savor. This
had been transplanted by Spanish to South America with a reputation as a "very wholesome and
physical drink, having many excellent virtues . .
Helpeth the digestion, maketh the heart lightsome, is good against coughs, colds, rhumes, King's
Evil, and many others . . ." Obviously, if the lady
tea-addicts in New York had known this in 1770!
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PRE-INVENTORY

One Group

One Group

$5 & $10 !MUSES $15° $2, $3,$5.'
SLACKS
w --°c7ie Rack
One Group
1/3 & $20
$15._.......--....
MID SUMMER DRESSES off RAINCOATS
One Grout)

Textured

$5, $10 & $15 PANTY HOSE

DRESSES

One urOI4)

Gowns and Pajamas
$3 & $4 .
-------m*L
Girdles Scarves
'
$2, $4, $6

geguimeNG Two youngsters try to help as surviv6is of
Casma, left in ruins by the earthquake that killed more than
50.000 persons in northern Peru, start rebuilding the city.
•

50C & $1
$3.00 & $6.00

Handbags
HATS
$2, $3 $5 $3.00 & $5.00.
One Box
One GruuP
Scuffs $1.00 Bras $1.00 Slips $1 & $2 Jewelry 500
ALL
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IBULIBLESS - BELTLESS - STRAPLESS
It holds like the hands It can bf worn while bathing It
does not spread the rupture It holds with a concave
pad. Reason should teach you not to place a bulb or ball
in opening of rupture. thus keeping the muscles spread
apart. F. A. Vines. Truss Technician. Dobbs Truss Co.,
will be at the National Hotel Murray. Ky.. Monday,•
June 15th. Hours 1.00 to 6 00 P M Free demonstration,
Aek at desk.
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